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Editorial Notes.

WE call the attention of our readers to the
clear and concise sketch of the history of the
English language in the " Special Article " de-
partment of this number. It was written for the
JOURNAL by a young lady teacher, and will, we
doubt not, be found useful by many of the
younger teachers and by students.

THE excellent paper on " One Plan of Teach-
ing Geography, " in the department of " School-
Room Methods," is worthy of careful study.
A class taught in accordance with the hints
therein furnished, provided those hints are used
with skill and judgment, or, as a celebrated
painter once said of his colors, " mixed with
brains," cannot fail both to become deeply inter-
ested, and to gain a mastery of the lesson.

THE Globe and some other journals are advo-
cating the election of a fair proportion of wo-
men as school trustees. The suggestion is a
good one. We have no doubt that an in-
fusion of female intelligence, energy, and straight-
forwardness into the average School Board
would, in many cases, improve its tone and effi-
ciency to a marked degree. So far as we know,
good, and only good, has resulted from the pre-
sence of women on English and American
School Boards.

Two or three friends have called our atten-
tion to a slip of the pen in " Mona's " Literature
paper in the last number of the JOURNAL. We
do not suppose " Mona " intended to controvert,
a la Donnelly, the orthodox belief that Longfel-
low, not Wordsworth, wrote " The Wreck of the
Hesperus." If he had found any hidden cipher,
or other evidence of plagiarism* he would no
doubt have told us. Failing that, we must
plead guilty of culpable carelessness on the part
of both editor and contributor.

APROPOS to Mr. Haultain's letter, which we
are glad to see is evoking discussion, we note
that the head-master of one high school in-
forms the local board that, of the candidates
who went up from his school, from one.third
to one-half had been in attendance only since
the previous December-a few months in ail
-and that tbose were strongly advised not to
go up for examination. This is as we suspected,
and is very significant. No doubt the same
thing occurred in many other cases.

1
A GRADUATE of the largest university in Can-

ada, by which, no doubt, is meant the Univer-
sity of Toronto, complains to the editor of a
weekly journal of the great loss he sustained
during his college course through the lack of
teaching proper, as distinguished from lecturing.
No fault is found with the ability of the lectur-
ers, but when the Professor had read bis lecture,
he, of course, made his bow and retired. To
the mind of the student in question, as to that
of many another, the gain in listening to the
lecture, instead of reading one equally good on
the same subject, which could probably be
found, is not clearly apparent.

WE have received a card of invitation to the
Second Annual Commencement of Cobourg
Collegiate Institute, together with a programme
of the Graduation Exercises of the twenty-one
pupils who have completed the course and are
about to be honorably dismissed. This idea,
which, if we mistake not, Principal McHenry
was the first to adopt,of marking the close of
the course at collegiate institutes and colleges by
a diploma and appropriate public exercises, is a
good one. By having a definite goal set before
him many a student, who might otherwise have
stopped short of the completed course, will be
encouraged to persevere to the end.

THE notorious Glenn Bill recently passed by
the Georgia Legislature, decreeing severe pains
and penalties against any one who should
attempt to educate blacks and whites in the same
school, bas, in consequence of the indignant out-
cry evoked by its middle-age provisions, been
defeated in the Senate. The latter has substi-
tuted for it a measure simply proposing to with-
draw any legislative grants made to educational
institutions where white and colored pupils shall
continue to be taught together. The exciting
cause of all the furor and fierce legislation is, we
believe, the fact that certain professors in one of
the colleges for colored students persist in ad-
mitting their own children to the classes.

A SOMEWHAT lively, though it is to be hoped
friendly discussion, seems likely to arise over the
question of the location of the Arts Department
of the McMaster University, for which so noble
a provision is made in the will of the deceased
Senator. The rival sites are Woodstock and
Toronto, a choice between which is afforded by
the terms of the charter. It seems to be generally
conceded that the city offers superior induce-
ments, especially in view of the fact that the
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Theological Department is already located there. sisters in the public scbools must nat Ilay the
The main point seems now to be whether the flattering unctian ta their souls" that the short-
Baptist denomination to which the funds are camings in language teacbing can ail be laid
bequeathed in trust, can, after aIl that has been at the door ai the high scbool masters. Any
said and done, decide in favor of Toronto with- scbool boy or girl of ten wha would be guilty af
out breach of faith with Woodstock friends and the solecisms complained of deserves-better
subscribers. training. But if the boys and girls at entrance in

-~ high schools were praperly trained tbey cauld
THE question of making the annual trustee bardly hackslide sa far under high scbool teacb.

elections simultaneous with the municipal ing, hawever defective.
elections is being warmly discussed in some of
the school boards. We should like to think A CORRESPONDENT criticizes the tendency to
sufficient interest could be aroused in educational indulge in generalities in reports ai educational
matters to warrant continuing to set apart a day meetings, and bints that wbat teachers care ta
specially for the election of school trustees. Such know is fot that Mr. A. delivered an excellent
ought to be the case, and it is not to our crcdit addrtss, or that the subject assigned ta Mr. B.
if it is not. We note that in answer to an in- was liandled in an able and practical manner, or
quiry the Minister af Education bas stated that that Miss C. gave an admirable madel lesson,
there are no provisions whereby a return may be
made to the old practice, in case the new plan of
having the trustee elections on the same day with
the municipal should prove unsatisfactory on
trial. We should like to have the opinion of
some careful observers in localities where the
plan was tried last year, though, perhaps, a single
trial would scarcely afford a basis for a reliable
inference.

Considerable- discussion has been caused
in Quebec by the announcement that Premier
Mercier had become a member of the Coun-
cil of Public Instruction. Fears are entertain-
ed in some quarters that it is a first step to-
wards secularizing the schools, or at least re-
noving them from the exclusive control of the
Catholic clergy. The Quebec Chronide, which
might have been expected to sympathize with
that view, commends the change as follows :
"The entrance of Premier Mercier into the
Council of Public Instruction is a good move.
We have always fett that a member of the Gov-
ernment ought to have a seat at this Board. In
years gone by, a member of the Cabinet held
membership in the C6uncil, but not long ago the
rule was changed. We are glad that the old.
system has been restored. The Government is
responsible to the people for the education of
our common youthhood, and it should have a
voice in the Council. Mr. Mercier will be a
good member."

We leave it to our readers to judge what
amount of force there may be in " A Mas-
ter's " suggestions as to the cause of the bad
English of candidates, of which Mr. Haultain
complains. We cannot conceive that many,
if any, high school masters can be guilty
of the folly of trying to teach boys and girls,
just entering their teens, by lecturing. Even
if said masters have not been trained in
normal or model schools, they have aIl
been under the instruction of public school
masters, and so had abundant opportunities
for observing their inethods. They have, too,
been boys themselves in their day, and can-
not have forgotten how it is with boys.
Moreover, " A Master" and his brethren and

but what these experienced teachers said, what
were the improved methods recommended, etc.
The point is well taken. We haveý no doubt
the average report could be greatly improved iri
this respect. The question is how to get the
more useful report. In the case of most of the
teachers' meetings we are obliged to rely upon
the kindness of the secretary or some other
friend, or the report in the local paper. These
can hardly be expected to give the closer account
desired. The better way would bc for those
who prepare the papers and so are familiar
with them, to put a synopsis, containing the
leading points, in shape for the press and
send it to the JOURNAL. By so doing they
may be sure of having justice done to their
papers, they will confer a favor on us, and
will be giving help and stimulus to their
fellow teachers all over the Dominion, and
so promoting the great work of public edu-
cation.

We commence in this issue the publication
of the ''best answers" to the questions set at
the recent examinations. Two of the Third
Class Grammar papers are now given. They
will be followed by others on those subjects
which are deemed most difficult, if we may
judge by the inquiries they elicit. Of course
we have to give the answer in sets, .e., ail
the answers made by the candidates who took
the highest totals in the given subjects,
though others ¿nay have given better answers
to single questions. We find it necessary to
give the papers just as they are, for if we
should correct errors in punctuation, spelling,
use of capitals, etc., the papers would no
longer be what they purport to be. The
student may perhaps learn almost as much
from their errors and defects as from their merits.
Their excellence is, it will be of course under.
stood, merely relative. They are not often the
best answers that could be given but the best
that were given. If, as Inspector Dearness tells
us, a teacher finds himself able to collect sen-
tences for exercises in false syntax from the Week,
our leading literary journal, it is no disparage-
ment to these papers, written under excitement
and in a race against time, to assume that they
will afford abundant material for that purpose.

Educalional Thought.
To teach, to guide, is a boly task, demanding an

exemplary life. Whoever with unclean hands, or
with an unclean soul, dares to enter upon the stern
and rigid duties of the teacher, defiles what is pure,
and corrupts what is chaste, by his mere presence.
-Selected.

THE great mistake is that we put our best and
most experienced teachers into the colleges, the
high schools, the academies, and the grammar
schools, while anyone with a certificate may teach
little children, the very place where the most skil-
fui work, the most experience, and greatest care
are needed. When we for a moment stop to con-
template the lastng injury that is thus done, we
must say that it is terrible, horrible ! The best
artist, the best talent should be below, where the
most important work mu-st be done. We should
put our most experienced teachers into the lower
grades, and pay them highest salaries.-Parker.

THERE are no cripples ; far rather the great
majority are active-minded enough by nature. On
the other hand there are no wings. The excuse of
the idle pupil, and the incompetent teacher, does
not exist. Work, simple, straightforward, intelli-
gent, work is everything. The strong and the weak
alike, the genius, as well as the slowest mind, must
go through the same work, till they part company,
as perseverance, strength, and love carry the best
minds farther. There can be no thought till there
bas been observation. There can be no observa-
tion without work. The highest form of human
existence is the power of working unweariedly and
prevailingly, lovingly wooing and winning power
by love. One word, rightly understood, contains
it all-WORK.-Thring.

I HAVE very little faith in rules of style, but I
have an unbounded faith in the virtue ot cultivat-
ing direct and precise expression. It is not every-
body who can command the mighty rhythm of the
greatest masters of human speech ; but every one
can make reasonably sure that .he knows what he
means, and whether he bas found the right word.
It bas been said a million times that the foundation
of right expression in speech or writing is sincerity.
It is as true now as it bas ever been, and it is not
merely the authors of books who should study right
expression. It is a part of character. As some-
body has said, by learning to speak with precision
you learn to think with correctness ; and firm and
vigorous speech lies through the cultivation of high
and noble sympathies. -_7ohn Morley.

IN connection with what was said recently in the
Star about the study of classics, it may be inter-
esting to remember that John Stuart Mill once re-
marked that De Tocqueville was right in the great
importance he attached to the study of Greek and
Roman literature ; not as being without faults, but
as having the 'contrary faults to those of our own
day. They exhibit precisely that order of virtues
in which a commercial society, such as ours, is apt
to be deficient, and they altogether show human
nature on a grander scale. If, as every one may
see, the want of affinity of these studies to the
modern mind is gradually lowering them in popu.
lar estimation, this is but a confirmation of the
need of them, and renders it more incumbent upon
those who have the power to do their utmost to-
wards preventing their decline.-Polites, in Mon-
treal Star.

" I COMMEND to you the school-teacher who
cares for atmosphere, impressions, and tone, quite
as much as for text-books, tasks, and for accuracy
in recitation. I ask you to help him when he tries
to make his schoo!-room a place of neatness and
brightness, with plants,flowers, pictures, statuettes,
window and wall-hangings, and whatever besides
may give ideas of taste, of purity, of restfulness,
and which will fill his soul with images and
memories to go with him to the end of life, a source
of inspiration and a safeguard.against evil."I "We
have been in school rooms that were thus orna-
mented and beautified from month to month, from
year to year. Flowers and vines graced the win-
dows, engravings and portraits adorned the walls,
statuary beautified odd niches, objects of interest
and curiosity relieved the corners, a congenial and
happy teacher presided, and bright cbildren filled
the room with sunshine from happy faces."-j. H.
Vincent, LL.D.
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Literature and Science.

THE RISING OF THE NILE.

Now the fleet of Nile craft decreases, and the
chaffing of the boatmen is almost hushed. How
splendid are the scenes on every side ! How they
change every mile! The palms, the Arab villages,
the minarets and domes of the mosques, appear in
slow succession; again the pyramids are in view ;
and always is heard the sound of the busy shadoof
and the dreamy squeak of the sakiyeh. The shores
now reveal how Egypt was created, film upon film,
layer upon layer. One marvels not that the people
who live upon them, even now, look upon the Nile
as " The Giver of ail good."

It moves on and on before them as gently as the
rays of the rising moon. It is always kindly. It
gives water and food-gives life. Once a year it
rises and widens, and almost entirely submerges
the tillable land at its sides. What it does not so
reach, it is made to reach by artificial means. The
overflow is no misfortune to those whose homes are
upon its banks. It is their best blessing. For the
Nile well repays for the right of way during the in-
undation, by leaving a deposit upon the land which
is worth its weight in gold. It does not change its
habits; it never brings surprise and destruction.
It is good to the people who trust in it. The sun
always shines for them; and when unmolested
and untrammelled their dispositions are sunshiny.
They are hospitable, generous, willing to serve the
stranger, industrious, religious, misunderstood,
brow-beaten, taxed, bastinadoed, and discouraged
until their spirit is almost gone. And yet they are
good-natured, patient, and seem to be happy !

When the time approaches for the inundation
the Arab farmer is aIl expectancy. His canais are
cleared and he protects his home by dikes and
walls of adobe. This done, seated at his door, he
watches with satisfaction and gratitude the rise
and approach of the water which holds
his little wealth. It is several months rising
to its greatest height, and then as slowly and
gradually subsides. Then appears again to his
delighted vision the husbandman's farni. His
palm-trees seem to rise to a greater reach, and
their waving branches add to the sense of calm
and content which pervades aIl. Already his well-
filled canals have defined themselves, and his
irrigating machinery is at once put in repair.
There is no more use for the boats which have
served to carry him from place to place during the
inundation. They are hidden among the rushes
on the banks of the canal. Every available person
is now pressed into the service. If the thin de-
posit of mud left by the departing river is kept
moist, its value remains at par. If the hot sun is
allowed to play upon it unopposed, it soon becomes
baked and curls up into tiny cylinders ; then,
breaking into fragments, it falls dead and worse
than useless. Therefore the process of irrigation
must begin at once. The rude sakiyeh and the
ruder shadoof are kept going night and day, and
give employment to tens of thousands of the people
and cattle as well. With these primitive appliances
the water is lifted and emptied into the channels
which have been dug or diked to receive it. From
these larger receptacles the water is led to smaller
ones, which, overflowing, cover the fields.

In a little time, then, a Nile farm becomes a rare
beauty-spot, instead of a waste of mud ; for now the
crops are grown. The lentils bend with their
heavy load and the fields of grain turn their well-
filled heads from side to side that the ripening sun
may change their green freshness into gold. What
landscape, unadorned by art, can be more lovely
than such a farm, narrow though its limits may be,
with its grove of palms to fan the breeze and
scatter their sweet fruitage into the lap of the
happy fellahin ? Here no weeds grow to annoy
him. No stone-crops are belched to the surface
each year t stop the plough. And this is gond,
for the Egyptian plough has no scientifically curved
coulter or subsoil attachment. When the crops
are ripened the irrigation must rest a while, for
all bands are pressed to help with the ingathering.
-From " The Modern Nile," by Edward L. Wil-
son, in Scribner's Magazine.

GENIUS is an infinite capacity for work growing
out of an infinite power of love.-Thring.

Special Pabers.

THE ENGLISÍ LANGUAGE.

BY A TEACHER.

THE earliest known fact regarding the English
language, is that it was spoken by certain barbaric
tribes of the Teutonic race, who, after the breaking
up of their empire of the west, invaded, and after a
protracted struggle, took possession of the greater
portion of the Province of Britain, which was
then inhabited by Keltic tribes. These invading
tribes, called Low Germans, had formerly inhabited
the low-lands of Germany, and coming into Britain
called themselves Angles and Saxons. The con-
querors possessed themselves of the country, and
as a natural sequence, their language predominated.
It is supposed that the words of Scandinavian
origin found in our language were at this time
introduced into it, as the invading bands of Teutons
were no doubt largely drawn from the Scandina-
vian countries, many words from whose language
would be brought with their people. This Teutonic
people, or the tribes Angles and Saxons, appear to
have recognized the name Angle as their proper
national appellation, andthey both concurred after
their establishment in Britain, in cal.ing their com-
mon country Angle-land, or England, and their
common language English.

Thus, then, this language, now so famous, which
is spoken in nearly every country on which the sun
shines, and in which such great minds as Milton
and Shakespeare clothed their immortal thoughts,
can be traced to so obscure an origin ! The lan-
guage of these rude tribes was made up of Dutch,
Flemish, and the dialects generally of the northern
part of what was anciently called Germany, which
included the countries now by us called Holland or
the Netherlands.

The English language, although derived from the
same stock, is quite distinct from what is now
known as German. Our modern English would
scarcely be recognized as that brought into Britain
some thirteen hundred years ago. The language
during these thirteen centuries elapsing since its
introduction, has suffered many changes, but su
gradually did they take place as to be almost im-
perceptible to the age in which they transpired.
We can, by historical aid, readily trace them in five
distinct forms of the language. The first of these
may be called the old Anglo-Saxon. It was that
brought into Britain by the Angles and Saxons,
and remained in its pure state until 1oo A.D.
About this time the Danes and Normans invaded,
conquered, and possessed England, and, bringing
with them their national language, the old Anglo-
Saxon speech was somewhat modified. This second
period is called Late Anglo-Saxon, and lasted until
the middle of the fifteenth century. The next
period, which is known as Old English, extended
from 1250 A.D. to 135o A.D., and exhibits a con-
tinual weakening of the old forms, owing to the
influence of Norman-French, the royal house of
England being then Norman. Tht fourth stage,
called Middle English, in which the Anglian part
of the language predominated, terminated with the
fifteenth century, when the modern English took
its place. And may it long keep it ! The period
of this stage of the language witnessed the old
Anglo-Saxon revived to a great extent as a theo-
logical weapon, and, at a later date, for literary
pursuits. The leading authors of that day gave
expression to their thoughts through it, deeming its
simple purity preferable to the later style resound-
ing with French accents.

The modern English also consists of many
classical words, derivatives of the so-called dead
languages, Latin and Greek. A large number of
these had been brought into the language by the
Romans some nineteen hundred years ago when
they came into Britain as its conquerors and rulers.
The Normans also brought Latin words Norman-
ized, withtheir establishment in the land. And
again, owing to the theological researches which
were begun with the sixteenth century, many
classical words were brought into use, for the study
of this work necessitated a study of the dead
languages.

Looking into modern English we find many
words which a lexicographer would not assign to
any previously mentioned origin. These have

taken their place one by one in the language. They
are the result of the extensive intercourse which
the English speaking people have maintained with
countries connected with them in commerce. In
this class we find words borrowed from aIl impor-
tant languages, and relating to natural productions,
works of art, and social institutions.

Thus it has come about that the two chief con-
stituents of modern English are classical and
Anglo-Saxon words mixed with a small proportion
of miscellaneous ones. The Anglo-Saxon words
differ somewhat from their originale, owing to
the many changes the language bas passed
through since it became the speech of Britain. As
a general rule we find the words relating to common
natural objects, to domestic life, to agriculture, and
to the common trades, are of Anglo Saxon origin,
while the classical words are used in relation to the
higher functions of life-religion, government, law,
and war ; to matters connected with art, science,
and philosophy. Those who wish to give eloquent
expression to their thoughts sometimes resort to
these ponderous classical words. Dr. Johnson was
much given to expressing himself by these " heavy-
armed warriors from the Greek phalaux and the
Latin Legion." His friend Goldsmith once said of
him " that if the Doctor were to tell a fable of little
fishes he would make the little fishes talk like
whales."

With ail the changes it has undergone it is no
wonder that the modern English effects chaos in
the school-boy's mind. I am inclined to believe
that after being its student for a short time he pro-
nounces it "confusion worse confounded." But
having became its master it reveals itself to him as
a language perfect in its power of expressing the
most delicate shades of difference in thought-a
property in which no other language, living or dead,
can equal it.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE.

(BY A MODEL SCHOOL STUDENT.)

[We have il " under consideration " to offer a hand-
sorne reward for the dicovery and apprehension of the
perpetrator of the following which found its way sur-
reptiously to the editorial table during our absence. To
aid in the detection of the culprit, and at the same time
to show the kind of stuff we are sometimes expected to
print, we insert the doggerel, but do not of course expect
or ask our patrons to read it.]

I'LL teach the kids, from day to day,
And any man who comes to bray
Against my style l'il calmly flay,

Or pummel most unmercifully.
Be he Inspector or Trustee,
'Twill make no difference to me:
For I will let the natives see

The proper way to worst a bully.
I first wili jerk him o'er a seat,
Or two, then tramp him 'neath my feet
(Meanwhile, his corpus I will beat);
And if, while thus the crank I treat,

He once for help to halloo rises,
The exercises l'il repeat ;
Till he, subdued and quite discreet,

Repentantly apologizes.

But if an energetic dame,
With visage flushed and eye aflame

And Amazonian physiog,
Comes in, asserting that I did
Unjustly treat her darling kid,

And seems prepared my ears to flog,
I'll rush away o'er fields and floods
(Nor even wait to get my duds),

Till at the Gulf of Mexico ;
And there by power of will and brain
I'll strive the mustang to restrain,
And let the frantic female reign
In what was once my proud domain
And, from that date, her kids to train

The pedagogue that likes can go.

THE following is the C.L.S C. list of readings for
1887 88 :-History of the United States, American
Literature, History of the Far East Literature,
Physiology and Hygiene, Physical Culture, Home
Life and Manners. Forty minutes a day for nine
months in the year and four years will enable per-
sons to complete the entire course.
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English.

Ail communications intended for this column should be
.ent to W. H. Huston, care of THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, yoronto, not later than the 5th ofeach montht.

INTRODUCTION.

THE attention given of late years to the study
of English in the educationai system of Ontario,
and the real importance of this branch of school
work, have led to the establishment in the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL of a monthly English Editorial
Column. A conviction that an almost universal
uncertainty exists amongst teachers, as to the
method and aim of teaching sonie branches of the
English course and a hope that, with the assist-
ance of the profession, this uncertainty may per-
haps be to some extent removed, have induced the
writer to accept, though with much hesitation,
the editorial supervision and responsibility -of the
column.

The Editor wishes. at the outset, to state that it
is desired to make the column of practical utility
to the teaching profession. To this end ail mere
theories will be excluded, while the teachings of
actual experience in the class room will be wel-
comed from whatever quarter they may come.
This end-that of practical utility-will, it is be-
lieved, be best gained by throwing the column open
to the profession as a body. The comparative
neglect of the study of English, seen until recently
in ail the higher institutions of learning, and even
now in some of them, and the suddenness with
which special stress has been laid upon it in On-
tario have combined to bring it about that teachers
are required to teach subjects which they were not
themselves taught in school, and concerning which
they have no well defined views as to the proper
mode of teaching. For, in addition to the doubts
and misgivings which the very best of teachers
continually feel in teaching even such long estab-
lished studies as Classics and Mathematics, there
is in the case of English a much greater lack of
confidence and definiteness arising from the ab-
sence of that experience which, though it must ai-
ways be the basis of a teacher's plans, is not gained
in a day, nor even in a generation. Moreover, the
uncertainty is increased by the fact that the de-
partment of English is extremely inclusive. Its
limits are so indefinitely defined that very often
there is perplexity as to what should be taught
and what left untaught.

And not only are teachers conscious of this lack
of well defined plan in teaching certain of the Eng.
lish studies, but if we may judge from the papers
set at the various Departmental examinations even
examiners have views differing widely as to tht
purpose and mode of the study of English in oui
schools. This being so, it is hoped that the mem-
bers of the teaching profession will not hesitate tc
use the column as a means of solving difficulties,
and of giving and receiving the benefits of experi-
ence. Public school teachers, because the mosi
numerous class in the profession and for the mosi
part removed from the advantages of intercourst
with their fellow-teachers, and cut off from accest
to large reference libraries, are particularly request
ed to make use of the column with reference botl
to matters of detail and to general principles
while it is hoped that High School masters wil
find something in each issue not altogether unpro
fitable.

In addition to the endeavor to remove difficul
ties by answering questions, an attempt will bc
made from time to time to collect the opinions o
prominent teachers respecting matters of genera
interest. Examination papers on the various sub
jects will also appear and will, it is hoped, provi
useful in enabling the teacher to keep out of a ru
in his work. An effort will also be made to secur'
occasionally from good teachers an account of th,
way they would take up the teaching of a particu
lar literary extract or some special part of somn
other branch of the work in English. In this ani
in other ways it is hoped to make the column botf
instructive and suggestive. The measure of it
success depends entirely upon the way in which i
is supported by the teachers.

The next issue will be principally occupied wit
a consideration of some of the points referred to i

Mr. Haultain's qrticle on examinations that appear-
ed recently in the Week. ,

The following have been forwarded for answers:
() Explain from Wordsworth's To a Sky-

lark," page 187 of the Fourth reader:
(a) " Or, while the wings aspire, are heart and eye

Both with thy nest upon the dewy ground ?
Thy nest, which thou canst drop into at will
Those quivering wings composed, that music

still.'"
(b) " Type of the wise who snar, but never roam

To the kindred points of Heaven and Home."
(c) "A privacy of glorious light is thine."
(d) " Pilgrim of the sky."
(e) " Proud privilege."

A SUBSCRIBER.
Answers:
(a) The passage may best be explained by a

paraphrase. " Or while thou soarest upwards,
dost thou remember in thy heart, and regard with
thy eyes thy nest upon the dewy ground-that nest
into which at pleasure thou canst drop when thou
mayst wish to cease from flight and song.'
" Wings " and " music," in the last line, are in the
nominative case absolute.

(b) The bird is compared to the wise who are
ever rising to greater heights of truth and affection
and who never wander from the upward path, ai-
ways remaining true to their kindred duties towards
God in Heaven and man on Earth.

(c) The contrast is with the nightingale which
bas not a more complete privacy in ils I shady
wood" than has the lark in the glorious light of the
sun.

Examination Papers.

ANS WERS TO EXAMINA TION
Q UEST1ONS.

MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1887.
THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.

SUBJECT-ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

THE questions will be fuund in the JOURNAL of
September 1st, 1887. The numbers prefixed to
the answers correspond to those of the questions.
We give verbatim et literatim, two of the best sets
of answers made, according to the decision of the
examners.

I. Primary words are the simplest forms of
words. Words formed by composition are those
which are formed with two or more separate words,
and each word retains its own meaning, as : black-
bird.

Words formed by derivation are those which are
formed with the primary word and some addition
or additions with affixes and prefixes.

SIMPLE OR DERIVATIVES.
PRIMARY.

a competition
man almost
in successful

with
a I

boy
is

sure
to
be

FORMED BY
COMPOSITION.

full grown

Il. INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT INDEFINITE.

I smite we smite Used with reference to
thou smitest you smite present time
he smites (eth) they smite j

PRESENT IMPERFECT.

I am smiting we are smiting Refèrence to
Thou art smiting you are smiting present time-
he is smiting they are smiting> action going on

FUTURE INDEFINITE.

I will smite
shalt smite
shall smite

we will smite With reference to some
shall smite future time
shall smite 1

FUTURE IMPERFECT.
With refer-

I will be smiting we will be smiting ence to an
thou shalt be smiting you shall be smiting action go-
he shall be smiting they shall be smiting ing on at

somefuture
i time.

PAST INDEFINITE.

I smote we smote Used with reference to
Thou smotest you smote past time, but no particular
he smote they smote time.

PAST IMPERFECT.

I was smiting We were smiting Action going
Thou wast smiting You were smiting on at some past
he was smiting they were smitng ) time

PRESENT PERFECT.

I have smitten We have smitten
Thou hast smitten You have smitten
he has smitten they have smitten

FUTURE PERFECT.

Reference to
action being
justcompleted

I shall have smitten We shall have smitten-
Thou wilt have smitten You will have smitten
he will have smitten They will have smitten

PAST PERFECT.

I had smitten We had smitten Action com-
Thou hadst smuitten You had smitten -pleted at some
he had smitten They had smitten) past time.

John and James went to town together.
Toronto and Montreal are large cities
Give me a pen and some ink.

V.
(a) " John says James " loves his father better

than I."
Here James says that John loves hie father better

than I love him.
In the other case, John says that James loves

his father better than he loves me.
(b) In the first case it means that he may fight

hard and he may not.
In the other case it means that he does fight

hard but the other side is the stronger.
(c) In the first case it means that hardly any

people have had greater opportunities.
In the other, it means that some men have had

greater opportunities.
VI.

(a-fishing) is an adverb modifying "have gone."
(to love our enemies) is a substantive subject to

" is."

(to hear it) is an adverb modifying " was sorry."
VII

I begin to think that these luxuries by which so
many evils have been introduced and by which so
many states have been undone are injurious to
states.

Reason
The way it was one would think that which

had reference to states.
(b) Amid their routine and holiday life, unsus-

pected crimes stalk through theatre and market.
Some of these crimes, dark imageries over which
cord and axe impend, are amenable to man's law,
but for some there is no law but the reprobation of
their own consciousness.

Reasons-In the former sentence the sense was
mixed up and hard to get at.

(c) If in any way a man did wrong for my sake,
I should think him a selfish coward. I might pity
him, but I don't think I could ever love him again.

Reasons
In the former case the sentences that are

closely connected are not close enough. It should
not be " don't think " because I do think.

(d) This testimony is made specially valuable,
because it is that of a man with a peculiarly
strong and manly mind, and an intense love of ail
that is Scottish.

(e) This plan has done much to bridge over the
gulf between the working man and his employer,
and ir.deed that among ail classes.

Reasons:
that brings the mind back to gulf. between

bas reference to two. among to more than two.
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III.
(c) hath returned is an old form of the third

singular, and is more poetic than has returned.
(d) The present tense is used with reference to

some Frequent or Habitual action.
This is habitual because the chair has always been

there during two years.
(e) Stranger = derivative

limber = '
shadowy = i

given = "
time-piece = compound

grief-stricken compound (sometimescalled com-
plex compound)

(a) we lean on most - adjective modifying
those (i)

In whose laps our limbs are nursed = adjective
modifying those (2)

we love first=adjective modifying those (3)
when love is grown to ripeness=adverbial modi-

fying falls.
On which it throve=adjective modifying that.
who never hath returned= adjective modifying

one
(b) on is a preposition showing the relation

between lean and whom (understood)
lost is an adjective (Predicate) modifying those.
are taken is a verb transitive, strong conjugation

(take, took, taken), passive voice, third plural
agreeing with its subject Those (3)

Io love is an adjective modifying something
alone is an adverb modifying left.
alas is an interjection.
all is an adverb modifyng unlearned.
Own is an adjective modifying doors.
one is an indefinite pronoun singular, nominative

subject to went
had been is a verb, intransitive, irregular (am

was, been) Pluperfect subjunctive, first singular
agreeing with its subject I.

I.
A primary word is one not derived from any

other word in the language
Words of composition are those composed of two

or more simple words
A derivative word is one formed from some other

word of the same root in the language
primary comp. Derivat.

man full-grown competition
in almost successful

with
boy
is

Present indef. smites represents
" progressive is smiting action as pro-
" perfect, has smitten gressing now.

Past- indef. smote I 64 at carne
prog. was smiting aime in the pas .

" perf. had smitten
Fut. mdef. will smite

" prog. " be smiting
" perf. shall have smitten

'a-fishing' an adverbial adjunct to gone.
'to love . . . enemies=a sub clause subj. of ' is'
'to hear it adv adjunct to ' sorry'

III.
(a) (t) ' Those fall into shadow (and) soonest

lost'
2 ' Those are taken first' = both noun clauses

real subj. of is strange'
3 ' we lean on most' = adj. clause to ist those
4 in whose laps our limbe nursed = adj clause

to 2nd those.
5 '(whom) we love first '= adj. clause to 3rd

those
6. 'When love i grown to ripeness' = adv.

clause of time, modifying, "falls off"
7. " On which it throve " adj. (lause qualifying
.that'

8" Who never hath returned " adj. clause qual-
ifying " one"4

9. " Without whose life i had not been " adj.
clause referring to ' he'

(b) "On ' = a preposition' showing relation bet.
lean' and 'It ' (understood)

' Most' = adv. modifying ' lean'

' Lost' may be taken as a pres. Part, pass.
' Are taken ' = irreg. act. trane. verb, indic. 3rd

plur. agreeing with 'those '
'To love' = ad. infin. modifying ' lends'
'Alone' adv., modifying ' leit.'
'Alas' an interjection
'All' - adv. mod. ' unlearned'
'Own = pronounial adj. qualifying doors.
One = a substantive subj of went.
Had been = would have been =verb in subjunct.

mood agree. with I
III.

(c) ' Hath ' is a solemn form of bas and suits the
sentiment of this place better than the latter

(d) 'Is seen' -the idea conveyed by this con-
struction is fuller than the words imply : it equals
for two years bis chair bas been seen and it is still
seen. It is a sort of indefinite present tense.

(e) ' Strangeness ' ' fleet-limbed' 'up shadow-
ing' 'gift' ' time-worn ' ' grievous.'

IV.
John and James will go = a simple sentence with

acompound subj.

Question Drawer.

TO whom should I apply to obtain information
about civil engineering examinations ?-R. A. H.

[A note of inquiry addressed to the Registrar of
the University of Toronto, would, no doubt, elicit
the information desired.]

CAN vou inform me what are the text books re-
quired for the Normal School, and what Literature
is prescribed for 1888 ?

[The Literature lessons have been once or twice
enumerated in the JOURNAL. A note addressed to
the Secretary of the Education Department, will,
no doubt, bring you full information.]

WHERE can I get the best railway map of On-
tario ?-SUBSCRIBER.

[The best map of the kind of which we have any
knowledge is supplied by EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
to its subscribers. See advt. in this issue.J

V. FIRST STEPS IN NUMBER.
(a) The 1st means " John loves bis father better AFTER the child ha9 been made thorougbly at

than I (James) love hini." home in the school-room, the teacher should ascer-
The 2nd means that John reports that James tain by careful and repeated tests, juet what it

loves hisfa/her better than he loves me knows of numbers. I Bring me sa many blocks."
(b) First means " it is doubtful whether he will The teacher holds Up each time the number.

fight hard, but even if he do, he will be defeated" "Show me s many." ITouch so many." Make
2nd means " he is fighting hard, nevertheless he s0 many marks upon the blackboard." Take

will not win" same blocks in your hand." " How many have
(c) ist is more restrictive in force =very few you ?" This question is the first request for a
2nd argues that a proportion have had, etc. sign of number. Then may follow the directions,

vII. Ilbring," Il show," "touch," Il make " tbree blocks,
The order makes the meaning ambiguous. Itarme males? et? ns? cy ars mou?

might be rendered thus chin?" "How many fingers have I on my
" I continue to think these luxuries (by which so hand?" "Nowhowmany?" "Clapyourbande

many evils have been introduced and so many three times." "Stamp tbree times." "Open
states undone) (are) injurious to the state," your mouth three limes." Shut your eyes îhree

or better stili . imes."
I still continue to consider, as injurious to These questions indicate samething af the way

states, these luxuries by which," etc. a child's knowledge of number ehould be testcd.
The punctuation is neglected in the original. Tbe exercices, for a time, should not be continued
(b) This lacks order and punctuation thus :

tai byr clatreu anueted tets jus hAtEit

Amid their routine of holiday life, unsuspected
crimes, (some (of which are) amenable to man's
law, being dark imageries, over which cord and
axe impend) stalk through theatre and market.

Other crimes also exist, for which there is no
law except the reprobation of their own conscience"

(c) The order and punctuation is faulty, rather
-- " If a man, in any way, did wrong( for my sake
even) I should esteem him a selfish cuward, whom
I might pity ; but whom I believe I could never
love again."

(d) The length of the subordinate clauses of this
sentence renders it intricate. It is better to divide
it thus :-A man of peculiarly strong and virtuous
mind, and possessed of an intense love for every-
thing Scottish bore this testimony ; and it is there-
fore especially valuable.

(e) ' Between ' is only used in shewing the rela-
tion between two. It is therefore wrongly used in
the latter part of this sentence. better say :-

" This plan has done much to bridge over the
gulf between the working man and his employer
and (indeed) to improve the common relations of
all classes"

TIME TO THINK.

A FEW minutes' pause in a recitation, for medita-
tion upon some difficult point in the lesson, is one
of the most heipful exercises,-one too little ap-
preciated. The constant danger in school work,
under modern pressure, is that there shall be too
little thought, too little independent grip of diffi-
culties, too little self-reliant study of the hard
things upon all sides. It is well for the teacher,
as well as the pupils, to have a quiet moment in
which to regain composure, patience, spirit of for-
bearance. Take the time you are liable to use in
impatient fault-finding, and while the pupils are
viewing the intricate, hidden phases of a difficuhîy,
you will do well to consider your own spirit and
method to see if you can gain anything by gentle-
ness, by explanation, by incident or illustration as
as means of intensifying their power as students.-
Educational News.

A LESSON ON THE ADVERB.

THE boy ran. The boy then ran. The boy then
ran quickly.

Tne boy then ran very quickly.
The child is good. The child is exceedinglygood.
Question pupils on use and meaning of words in

itai c.
Quick, quickly; moderate, moderately; good,

wed; one, once.
CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS.

Kind. Fiamb/es.
Time Naw, then, yeterday.
Piace Here, there.
Manner Quick, wcl.
Degree More, most, veny.
Number Once, twice,
Measure Much, cnougb.
Doubt Perbaps.
Affirmation Verily, truly, yea.
Negative No, neyer.

Quickly, mare quickly, most quickly.
Very, mare, most.
WVll, botter, bcdt.

UsE.-By the successive additions of words, as
then, quickly, show that the verb is modified in its
meanng. In the last sentence show that the
adverb modifies the meaning of adverbs (as in the
case of very), and also of adjectives, as in the case
of exceedingly.

We are ready now for the definition of the ad-
verb, which should be given by one of the children.

Next proceed to the formation of adverbs show-
ing that generally they are formed from adjectives
by adding ly, but some take a separate word as,
welt.

Then observe the various kinds of modification,
e.g., as to time, place, etc.

Next we observe that adverbs have degrees, but
that generally the comparative and superlative are
respectively formed by prefixing more for the com.
parative and mosi for the superlative. A few, such
as well, little, are formed irregularly.

169
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Notes on Entrance Lite

DISCOVERY OF AMERI

BY MONA.

(Page 115.)

THE lesson may be divided into thr
The Voyage, including paragraphs 1,
10; II. Columbus and his crew--pa
7, 8, and 12 ; and III. The result of
including 11, 12, 13, and 14. This di
data enough tor three lessons, and th
tions may be written in accordance w
proceeding, however, it will be well
the subject of each separate paragrap
lesson will be the construction and st
of thejourney. At the outset a few
preceding may not come amiss.

I. THE VOYAGE.

Par. i.-Columbus left Palos, a s
southwest of Spain, with three vessels
Santa Maria, and Nina, on the 3rd o
sailed south ta the Canary Island
arrived on the 6th. Here he made
pairs and set out again on the 6th o
though he did not succeed in getting
of land until the 9th. Ferro is the
Canary group farthest West.

According f the geuerally accepte
trade-winds are caused by the intense
tropics. This heat rarifies the air,
quently continually ascends, creatin
near the sur:ace of the earth, into wh
air from the north and the south const
Tnat is, there is a constant flow of a
setting in the direction of the equator.
were stationary it is clear that the w
the equator would be a north wind a
of the equator a south wind. But as
vulves from west to east, and as its si
quently the velocity of its motion at
increases as we approach the equator
of the current of air is to lag more and
su that within the tropics the trade-
respectively northeast and southeast
various local causes these winds do
larly, except in the Atlantic and P
where they have free sweep. Th
easily illustrate this theory by the us
any kind.

Pr. 4.-" Con'jured." Be careful
word, and distinguish from conjur'ed

A good plan here would be to b
Ocean, and name principal islands in

Par. 6.-Columbus had studied wi
guese, and would be sure to copy the
were probably going froin the north
climate for the winter.

Par. 9 .- The light which Colun
probably on Watling Island, one of
(,ee map). If they had not turn
would not have touched land for s
and then would probab!y have lande

Par. 1o.-They had been out on
three days, or 33 days

" Continualorchard." The countr
with forest.

II. COLUMBUS AND HIS C

Par. 2.-The feelings are natural.

Par. 5.-Columbus had been enga
years in getting ships. This will
count for his inflexibility of purpose.

Par. 7.-Notice particularly the
of Columbus, and the cowardly c
crew, who dared not openly atta
mander.

Par. 8.-A good idea here sugge
the pupil write out what he might
Columbus's speech. The teacher
the pupil with the following heads:
of the Voyage. ii. The Almost S
age. iii. Tne Crew's Conduct. iv
Punishments.

Par. 12.-Also notice the behavi
next day ; perhaps this will throw li
the speech. One reason for the b
the crew will be found if the fact
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rature. that the Port Palos, from which they started, was Scgool-Roon gfethods.
forced to furnish the king with two ships.

CA. III. THE RESULT. ONE PLAN OF TEACHING GEOGRAPHY
Par. i .- " Scarlet." The color of autbority, 0F CONTINENTS.

"Royal Standard." The national flag of Spain.
Robertson tells us they planîed a crucifix, fell on PLACE before the class tbe map of the continent.

ee parts :-I. beirknees, and sang the "Te deum," a Latin the geography of which you desireta eache.g.

3, 4, 6, 9, and hvmn of thanksgiving, beginning: "We oraise South America. Ask the pÙpils t0 give some idea
~arahs2,5,Thee, O Lord." - of ils oulline and shape. By judicious questioning

ragraphs 2, 5, tlhey will sec tbat il is pear-shaped, and has a com-
thepact sea-coast. Ask pupils then point ou in

vision affords promised te obey, as the blind do those they cao what respect it is simihar ta North America, with-
ree composi- trust. A species of metaphor. which thcy are at Ibis stage familiar. They will
ith it. Before Par. 13 "Natives," called Indians by Colum- tell you that il is somewbat the same in shape and
to ascertain bus. 1Crystal firmament." It was difficuit t0 tei has one very large river and one long range of

h. A fourth the point where warer and sky met. mountains ex ending ils full length. Tell them the
udy of a map "Lightning." Pire from guns. By whom was une is the Amazon, the other the Andes. Then
notes on the gunpSwder first used? When was it frst Sint- ask tbem ae point ou diffrences. Weil-Andes

duced t Europe? very near the Pacific, hence no rivers flow west.

SkThunder." The report of te guns. " Wings." Mssissippi flows souh and receives large eributar.

eaport in the The ship's sails. tes on east and west, but the Amaz:in flows tast

named Pinta, t kGli siering steel." T eir plaed steel armor and eceives large affluents from north and sou .
f H shone and glsened in the sunbeams. Let ths suffice for the Physical Geourap y for in-

Augus e " Aborigines." The Indians are not suppose i troduction. Inerest can be excia- î moe easily
s hre- e P have been the first settlers of America, paoug c i i Political tban in Physical Geography. Teach

'f September, is aikely they wre the firs settlers of the c now the names f countries and capitals, as foi-

out of sigts. e or d in America lows, for instance : (ti) hose bordering on Paci-

island of the before the Indians, but of these we know noyoung, fic ; (2) those bordertng on Atlantich ; (3) inland.
save by he monuments hey have left. Sec pagé Mention some ing resting flat concernng each

d theory the 148. counry ; for instance, refer te the carnquakes and

ntea of the The next lesson wiIl be on the Life of Columbus: vohcanic natvre of Venezuela and of nearly al

which conse- Columbus was born sometime about 144firs Gnoa. countries on the Pacifi coast. Mention eb mon-

a vacuum Early in le lre vent to Lisbon where he busied keys and beautful birds of Gutnea. Speak of e

ich the colder himself making map, globes, hearing ofoand study- delighfua climat and luxuriant vegeaion of Bra-

fanty rushes. sng the wonderfal discoveries o the Portugese zil as well as of ils being, th e only counry ruled by

ir, or a wind navigators. Diaz discovered Cape Good Hope. a crowned monarces in Souh America. Tele tbem

If the earlt Vasco de Gama made the first voyage o India, of the vast herds of catile and horses roamng the

fmd nortb of landing at Calicut. Columbus succeeded, ater immense plains ofthe Argentine Repub'ic. Mention

ud that souh seven years, in securing three swips from Spain, t Paraguay as baving no sa coast, and so on Wi h

Ise oarth re- svek a watery way west te India. He made three aIl countries and groups of islands, &c.

te, and conise- voyages, ar.d died poor and deserîed, aI Vallalodid, The foregoing would be enough ta teacb in one

dhe surface, 156. Ferdinand, King of Spain, ereced a monu- lesson. Require pupils t draw a map ofSout

bh bendency ment ls is memory. America, marking only counties and capitals.

more behind, America was named after Amerigo Vespucci, Have hem color bbc countries-the coloring will

winds become who published the first account of the New Word. aid n teaching the comparative size of countries.

winds. From This work has considerable te do wih the ni, At th next lesson dwehl on countries and capi-
iot blow regu- learning. S e history, page 53, a s a ren s tais and let each map be subjeced lt the criicism

acific Ocans, hisory. The next lesson will be paraprasing tle of the clasP, (o) as as outine, () as bn size of coun -

Steacher cao lesson, wich will nt be difficat. Waso ngoon tries, (3) as ta printing.

e of a globe of Irving, de author, is noted for the clearness and Then teacb slopes, basins, mounrains, etc., ()
t indinorthis o laingth lcnut. Cludeu acdedi o rivers flowing north, (2)Amazon and ils Iributar-

tndtt soth seve earsn ecung three hipsrSpaion, oes, (3) other Brazlian rvers, ( a) Rio de La Plata
the coral insect, wic builds islands in the ocan and trbutaries, ( ) otber rivers flowing sou&c . Also

The abaas re aouttwcby slans frme byLlanos of Orinoco, Silvas of the Amazon, Pampas of
,nd A c v ean La Plata and Great Shingle desert of Patagonia.

te. Another lesson would compare San Salvador, For next lesson expcct a map showing only the

,th te Porta- and, secondly, the natives then and now. mourtains, rivers, llanos, etc., neanly printed.
m. Te birds Anober lesson would show me benefits bo h Nuxc day dril Ibis and review counries and
t a warmecr Europe and America bave received from he dis- capitals, criicize maps as ta comparaive ength of

covery. This mwgot include te question: Wby rivers, and area drained, etc. Then beach coas
tus saw was is this lesson called " The Discovery of Americal features in classes, as, seas nce day, capes another,

the Bahamas, A number metaphors will easily be seen tn etc., a the sa e time revew ail previously taught.
ed sau hey the lesson and wxpandd. The lesson may easily be When adc coasî features have been augh require 
eoe few days, urned around, and the natives made la tele a the map with such marked, and as efore, open tc class

d in Florpda. wonderful beings wba came over the ses on wtngs, criticism. Then tac produc s in general ay

e month and accomtpanied wit ightning and thunder, dressed drawing a good outline map on board, and placing
in ghistening raiment, and bringing many Wondr- naes af produc s thereon in places found. TIen

'y was cvered fuI hings from a wonderful country. ask pupils ta draw another map, placing Ihereon(o) countries and capitals, (2) structural features,
(3) coast features and producs. This wi l show

tREW. relative position of ah parts taugt. The hast les-
SOME startling facts with respect t e e sc booh o on eac continent wanud cnsis in drawing an

ctiodren in the poorer districts of London are outline map on blackboard, good in general but de-

ged for seven brough ighl in a letter from Mr. Henry Eyre, ficienb in particulars, and requiring pupils t locate
probably ac- MisP., te the London Times. He says :-" During from memory anything taugh .d aIl îaching

the hast six mntha I have been visiting ioard troughout keep tie interest aroused by suitable

noble condut seools in Stepney, Bethnal-green, Whitecbapeo , tales in which geography abounds. One day
onduct of bis Cc and St. GeorgesingheEast n a l about might be devoted te speloing the more difficult

ck their comn- twen y schools, averaging myw coildren in eacb. words, wich will be found numerous. The above
The resul s were as follows: About 30 per cent. meod is practicable, practical tbroughout and
probably have meat every day, 30 per cent. probably, very interesting. JA SA W.-MORRIS.

REW. r v p thave ccasionally, 20 per cent. fartnaceous fooda
sutoset he lt si mt I hv ben v b t HURON CO.
might supply
i. The Objec'

uccessful Voy-
. Rewards and

or of the crew
ght on part of
ad conduct of
is remembered

enug, 3 e cnt iuc en , 7 P ce . usua y
in a state of hunger." Further facts stated in this
letter are that 12 in 50 of the pupils questioned
stated they had no breakfast on the day they were
questioned, and two had nothing ta eat since the
previous morning. Mr. Eyre found that above 7
per cent. of the children attending 2o schools were
incapacitated by hunger from profiting by the
teacher and 21 per cent. partially incapacitated.
These children are compelled to attend school.

THE exhibit of the Whitby Collegiate Instituté
at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition, was very
creditable and attracted considerable attention. It
contained several copies of antique busts and vases,
drawings in perspective and freehand object
drawing. The display of historical architectural
designs and original designs for mosaics, was
specially noteworthy.
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Hints and Helps.

MANNER OF QUESTIONING.

MANY teachers are not able to question a class
so as to lead to a desired conclusion, because they
attempt it in a haphazard way, without any defi-
nite plan, and are driven here and there by the
answers given. The chances are that such ques-
tioning will not be satisfactory to pupils or teach-
ers ; and in a little time they will get back to the
old way of simply telling a class what they wish
themu to know, without any attempt at development
work. The following general directions for ques-
tioning may be of advantage to those who have
not been successful in developing new principles
from a class by questioning :-

i. Questions should be logical; that is, in a
series of questions the first should begin with some-
thing the pupils already know, and each should be
based on the answer of the preceding. These
questions should be simple ; put in language
adapted to the capacity of the class ; as brief as
possible, and be clear and to the point; definite,
and complete in themselves.

2. As far as possible avoid direct questions, as
in them the thinking is done by the one who asks
the question, instead of by those who answer.
Avoid questions which permit monosyllabic an-
swers, and particularly shun those in which a choice
between two or more answers is offered.

3. If possible, use the answer that the class
gives, although il may not be the one you expected
or wished. If it contains the thought, do not insist
on any particular forrn of expression.
' 4. The question should not in any way indicate

the answer. This may be implied by giving a
word, words, or idea, of the answer in the question ;
by emphasis, expression of countenance, tone of
voice, or inflection ; and by putting the opposite
idea in the question, thus indicating the answer.

5. Avoid using a set form of question, as the
children will soon see that your questioning is
merely a machine process, and will immediately
lose interest in what you are trying to do.

6. If the class cannot answer a question you ask,
do not repeat the question, but put it in some other
form, as the probability is they do not understand
it, aud a repetition would be useless.

7. In questioning for new work be careful not to
use too general or indefinite questions, as they
always bewilder. Such questions are allowable
only in review, and when you wish a pupil to tell
you all he knows about a subje t.

8. Ask your questions a part of the time of the
whole class, but many of them of individuals, so
that by a mixture of the two methods you may keep
all interested and make all feel that they are re-
sponsible, and that each one is liable to be called
upon at any moment for an answer. This obliges
all to follow the questioning constantly.

9. Do not take time to question for a name or
term, but as soon as you see the class have the
idea, if none of them happen to know the name or
terin you wish, give it at once. Be careful in using
illustrations,' that they be natural and consistent.
We remember a teacher who obtained from his
class by questioning an idea of pitch in music, and,
when no one gave the name, pitch, with the insane
idea that he must develop everything, went on as
follows :-Q. What do you call the sticky substance
you find on the end of a newly-cut pine log ?
A. Pitch. Q. Then what can we call this in music?
A. Pitch.

10. Finally, ask your questions rapidly, as soon
as the answers are given, so that there may be no
letting down of interest in the class; for if this is
broken up by any hesitancy on the part of the
teacher in asking the questions, it will be a hard
matter to awaken it again. The minds of children
act much more rapidly than we generally suppose,and they are quick. to see a thing if it is skilfully
put. To those who are not accustomed to bring
out new work by questioning, we would say, do not
be discouraged by your want of success at first, as
the advantage skilful questioning will be to you
will repay yý-u for ail your thought and labor inacquirmng this powr-Er.

HOW TO KEEP ORDER.
THERE must be a high public sentiment in favor

of law and order. This sentiment must be created
and directed by the teacher or it will not be formed.
The teacher can by skill, patience, and persever-
ance make whatever is right, proper, and necessary
to make a good school, popular, and whatever is
wrong and has an evil influence, unpopular. To
be able to direct public opinion in the school the
teacher must create a favorable opinion of himself.
This can only be done by forming an intimate
acquaintance with both parents and pupils and
adapting his school work, as far as practicable, to
their varying tastes and peculiarities. He must
convince the school of his kindness and firmness
on all occasions when opportunity offers itself, and
give a reason for all his acts of school discipline.
Cause the children to see that all your restrictions
are for their benefit and that none of your acts are
arbitrary. Show them that you have confidence
in them and can trust them to conduct themselves
properly without continually watching them. The
teacher who does not recognize that children have
a high sense of honor (provided he has done his
duty) has missed his calling. There is no way in
which a teacher cultivates sense of honor and
manly self reliance in children so well, as by show-
og them that he can trust them. On the other
hand there is no way in which unmanly qualities
and a sense of dependence can be cultivated as by
a system of espionage. By this I do not mean
that the teacher should leave the school to take
care of itself, but that he should not show by his
actions that he is constantly expecting some dis-
order. If children are watched they soon get so
they keep no order at all, except while under the
eye of the teacher, and, under such a system, self-
government can never be taught. Having thus
won the friendship and confidence of both patrons
and pupils, the teacher secures their co.operation
and influence in carrying out his plans and pur-
poses.

There must be a disposition of the larger portion
of the governed, to do right not merely because
they are commanded to do so, but because it is
right. The teacher should place before his pupils
higher and higher motives for action until they
attain the golden end of all discipline-self-control.

A rule should never be laid down that is not ab-
solutely essential and the few rules laid down
should be rigidly enforced. " Do what you know
is right " is the only rule necessary to govern any
school, provided the teacher has made plain to
his pupils a high standard of what is right.

In the enforcement of this rule never lay down
a penalty : for the teacher of many threats is sure
to lose the confidence of his pupils and his highest
power of control. A law should never be laid
down in a school room until there is a demand for
it : hence, to begin school the first day by laying
down a formidable set of school laws is ridiculous.
When an offence is committed there are other and
more effective means of correcting it than by a
severe reprimand or corporal punishment. To il-
lustrate : Suppose after you have prohibited whis-
pering some one has broken the rule, while you
were not looking. Stop work and ask the atten-
tion of the school for a moment. Show them that
boys and girls who do not conduct themselves
properly because they are not watched, are like
those unfortunate persons who have to dodge the
policeman for fear he will see them. Tell them
that true men are never watched and ask how
many wish to govern themselves. You can then,
easily, exact a pledge from every boy and girl under
your charge to try to take care of themselves. You
know and they know that they can and ought to
keep this promise to try. Sooner or- later this
promise is broken. Deception is practiced ; .e. a
rule is broken while you are not looking. The kind
of punishment inflicted should follow as a natural
consequence. He of a the school must be
watched : no one else ; but he sees, and all his
mates see that it is just. Evidently such punish-
ment is far superior to corporal punishment and
should be used when possible. Corporal punish-
ment will be necessary in a few cases, but in no
case should it be administered when other and
more natural methods are possible. The above ex-
ample shows how the thoughtful teacher may
ule; but remember that, before all, tact and ingenu-
ity are the governing elements.- Wade Stackhouse.

For Friday Afternoon.

THE BOYS WE NEED.
HERE'S to the boy who 's not afraid

To do his share of work;
Who neer is by toil disraayed,

And never tries to shirk.

The boy whose heart is brave to meet
The lions in the way;

Who's not discouraged by defeat,
But tries another day.

The boy who always means to do
The very best he can ;

Who always keeps the right in view,
And aima to be a man.

Such boys as these will grow to be
The men whose hands will guide

The future of our land, and we
Shall speak their names with pride.

All honor to the boy who is
A man at heart, I say ;

Whose legend on his shield is this:
"Right always wins the day."

-Golden Days.

OC TOBER.
OCTOBER is the month that seems
All woven with midsummer dreans;
She brings for us the golden days
That fill the air with smoky haze,
She brings for us the lisping breeze
And wakes the gossips in the trees,
Who whisper near the vacant nest
Forsaken by its feathered guest.
Now half the birds forget to sing,
And half of them have taken wing,
Before their pathway shah be lost
Beneath the gossamer of frost ;
Now one by one the gay leaves fly
Zigzag across the yellow sky ;
They rustle here and flutter there,
Until the bougli hangs chill and bare.
What joy for us,-what happiness
Shall cheer the day, the night shal bless ?
'Tis Hallbw-e'en, the very last
Shall keep for ui remembrance fast,
When every child shall duck the head
To find the precious pippin red! •

-Frank Dempster Sherman, in St. Nicholas for
October.

GREAT deeds are trumpeted ; loud bells are rung
And men turn round to see

The high peaks echo to the pæans sung
O'er some great victoty.

And yet great deeds are few. The mightiest men
Find opportunities but now and then.

Shall one sit idle through long days of peace,
Waiting for walls to scale ?

Or lie in port until some " Golden Fleece"
Lures him to face the gale ?

There's work enough ; why idly, then, delay ?
His work counts most who labors every day.

A torrent sweeps adown the mountain's brow,With foam and flash and roar.
Anon its strength is spent ; wnere is it now ?

Its one short day is o'er,
But the clear stream that through the meadow flows
All the long summer on its mission goes.

Better the steady flow ; the torrent's clash
Soon leaves its rent track dry,

The lght we love is not a lightning flash
From out a midnight sky,

But the sweet sunshine, whose unfailing ray,
From its calm throne of blue, lights every day.

The sweetest lives are those to duty wed,
Whose deeds, both great and small,

Are close-knit strands of one unbroken thread.
Where love ennobles all.

The world may sound no trumpets, ring ne bells,
The book of Life the shining record tells.

-Selected.
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Editorial.

TORONTO, OCTOBER 15TH, 1887.

INDIVIDUALITY IN THE TEACITER.

A SOMEWHAT rigid uniformity is a necessary
evil in a public school system. Without it an

ever-growing complexity of machinery would be

evolved, which could end only in confusion
worse confounded. Any effective supervision
of the work done, any reliable testing of its

thoroughness, would become impossible, and

the public funds would have to be given over to

the distribution of favoritism or caprice.

The ideal school system would be one in

which every teacher should have full liberty of
action. Individuality would have free play.
Each would regulate his own hours, choose his

own text-books, use his own appliances, and
work out his own ideas and methods. But such

an ideal system postulates a host of impossible
conditions, amongst them an ideal army of
teachers, every man and woman of whom should

be not only devoted heart and soul to the pro-
fession, but also qualified by culture, experience,
and personal character to be a law unto himself

or herself, and a model for other educators.

Such a set of conditions, or anything approach-

ing to it, would of course be too much to assume

at any stage of development yet reached. But
while in its absence a good deal of machine uni-

formity is indispensable, and much must be con-
ceded to the necessities of the case, it by no
means follows that the maximum rather than the

minimum of inflexibility should be the aim ol

the central authorities. There is always more

or less tendency in this direction. To reduct

everything to routine makes things easy foi
officials, and hence becomes the goal of aspira
tion for those who lack either disposition oi

ability to grapple with the troublesome ques
tions that are pretty sure to arise in the workini

of a freer, more flexible system. It is alway
easier to prescribe a fixed routine than it is t<

devise and operate methods which leave mon

room for adaptation to special tastes and cir

cumstances, just as it is easier often for th,

teacher to enforce the stillness of death in th

school room, than to preserve necessary orde
without repressing the natural flow of youthfu
life and energy.

But whatever the necessary or unnecessar
rigidity of the regulations and programme of

public school system we cannot too earnestl
urge upon teachers the duty of preserving thei

autonomy under difficulties, rather than suffe
ing themselves to become mere involuntar
operators, or mere parts of the machine. Indee<

the truth evidently is that the more complicate
and intricate the machine, the greater the nee
of strong individuality ; of marked, develope
personal character, in those who work it. M
had almost added, the better the sphere for tl

outworking of these traits. Nothing but the lif
giving spirit of a living teacher can breathe tl

breath of life into the dry bones of the Public <

High School programme. The man who sub-
mits to be run by the machine, and to become
a volitionless part of it, instead of himself so
running it as to stamp all its products with the
impress of bis own individuality, is a failure. In-
tellectual and moral power are prime requisites
of the genuine teacher. A strong, developed
manhood or womanhood will infuse its own en-
ergy into all instruction. It will inbreathe its
own vital force into the driest routine. It will
leave the marks of its own shaping power, infin-
itely deeper and more lasting than any that can
be imparted by mere mechanical process, upon

the mind and heart of every pupil. This and
this alone it is which can master the lifeless

things that the teacher who does not read, or
who reads nothing but light or trashy literature,
can be an enthusiastic or inspiring teacher. He
must be lacking in general intelligence and in
mental activity, and the want will be felt, if not
discovered, in the school-room.

We know the staple excuses for the non-
reading teachers. Some find their school-room
work and the necessary preparation for it so
exhausting that they seem to have neither time
nor nervous energy left for wrestling with any
book or article that demands thought. They
find, or think, that they need every moment
they can redeem from strictly professional work
for rest, sleep, and recreation of mind or body.

machinery of the system and make it the flexible There is too much truth in this representation,

instrument of the informing mind and the con- in many cases. The Board or the system that

trolling will. exacts so much from those in its employ makes a

Where this power of personal character exists great mistake, from every point of view. And

and is exercised in some fair degree, one of its yet we are persuaded that even in such circum-

first fruits will be a genuine delight in the work. stances, if the habit were once formed of giving
'I 1 1. U

uch a teacher will not disparage both himnself but fifEen minutes or hia an Our eac ay to
nd his profession by the too frequent plaint, reading something by the best writers in books

I don't like teaching. It is a weariness to the or magazines, the relish that would soon be
lesb." Sucb an outcry serves but to reveal the acquired would make the time so spent a rest
leh." Sucthe anoutry serves bt toreeal tHe and recreation of the most delightful kind.
poverty of the soul from which it emanates. He Another excuse is that of the want of means.
who thus feels and speaks, confesses that he bas The small pittances received as salaries seem, in

never risen to the dignity of his high calling. He many cases, to put the purchase of books or mag-

bas not penetrated to the secret of teaching azines almost out of question. "'Tis true, 'tis
thejoyof sîn tht pwerfoipity, and pity 'tis, 'tis true." Still, even so, it

power, nor tasted the joy of using that power for will repay the teacher to deny himself in almost
good. He knows nothing of the high delight of any other direction in order that the mind may
putting his own mind en rapport with that of his be fed, refreshed, and cultivated. Happily in

pupils, calling forth the flash of intelligence from these days a few dollars, judiciously used, will

the kindling eye, studying the play of the in go a long way in the purchase of even first-class
tellctul lght an shdow inthefluhedreading matter. In this, as in so many other

tellectual lights and shadows in the flushed things, it is generally true that " where there is a
cheek. He has utterly failed to grasp the high will there is a way." Subjoined is the paragraph
truth that the material given him to work upon referred to :-

is the noblest and most precious of all material ; " Teachers are not readers, said one of the

that the forms he may chisel out are imperish- speakers at the National Council ; and the re-

ab;that ,ia od the forms he mayues b mark was accepted by men of wide experience as
able ; that, in a word, the work he produces, be true. Teachers as a class are not readers. They
it good, bad, or indifferent, is immortal. Let do not seek to increase their own knowledge from
him dwell upon the higher aspects of his pro- year to year, to keep their own minds fresh and

fession until he catches the true enthusiasm of active by contact with inspiring literature. They
have no real nterest in the thngs of the under-

young humanity, and bis work can no longer be standing. On the other hand, they are satisfied
irksome, though it never can cease to be arduous. to do merely routine work, work which does not

require them to grow by making continually
larger preparation for it ; work which may be

DO TEACHERS READ? done over and over again in the same way, which

WE clip the following, fbr its suggestiveness, merely consists in rehearsing the matter of cer-
t. tain text-books. They have no line of study

from the Wisconsin ournal of Educaton. We outside of school work in which they feel delight.
have heard substantially the same judgment They are intellectually indolent. it seems al-
passed in regard to Canadian teachers. We most unnecessary to point out how seriously
should be very sorry to believe it true of the this diminishes their effectiveness. Teachers

average teacher in either the United States or are influential by reason of what they are. If

Canada. Yet it cannot be doubted tbat it - they are cultivated and refined they tend to make
their pupils so. If they have a genuine interest

true of a large number in both countries. If we in science, history, or literature, this is infectious.
were asked for a simple, practical guage of the If they teach out of a full mind, out of a mind

standing and intelligence of any given teacher, we kept fresh by contact with the living sources of

could scarcely think of a better than the que's- knowledge and inspiration, their teaching has a

tion, Wbat did be or she read last year ? It corresponding richness and vitality. If their
own minds are kept keen and active by continual

does not, of course, follow that every teacher effort they will be able to make others keen and
who reads good literature is necessarily a suc- active. Not to read and grow is to fail in the

cessful teacher. There may be defects in dis- essential part of teaching, which is to influence
the ideals and determine the bent of young peo-

position, trainng, or character, which even much ple. If it were possible to exclude from the
reading cannot overcome. But the converse, schools every teacher who is not reading and
we are inclined to think, will be found almost growing, a great advance would quickly be ap-
invariably true. It is hardly in the nature of parent in the results of school work."

a
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Contribu/ors' Department. You are right, Mr. Editor, in maintaining that
the best education is not too good nor the high-

MR. HAULTAIN ON TEMPTATIONS est culture too high for the farmer or his wife.

TO TEACHING. The day is coming, and even now is, that to be

BY J. DEARNESS. a successful agriculturist one needs have as much
intelligence and wit as to be a successful teacher ;

My friend, Mr. Haultain, expresses the opin-
ion that the teachers who prepared the vast
majority of candidates for the Junior Matricula-
tion of the University of Toronto, for the Second
Class and the Third Class Teachers' Certificates,
are men and women who cannot themselves talk
or write correctly. It is perhaps unnecessary to
add anything to what you have so truly and cour-
teously said in defence of the teachers against
the allegation. So far as my experience goes, the
grossly incorrect sentences given by Mr. Haultain
as samples of the candidates' English, do not
reflect the general practice of the teachers of
public school fifth forms, but on the contrary
must have been written in spite of correct in-
struction and oft-repeated cautions. I have to
confess meeting occasionally a teacher who
speaks of " bis recommend from his last trus-
tees," who reports that his " pupils as a general
thing attend pretty regular " and who " believes
in learning the scholars fractions as soon as they
have went through the four simple rules." But
the number of his class is not four-fifths of the
total as Mr. Haultain supposes, nor even the
half of one-fifth. Apart from persons writing
under the haste or excitement incident to an ex-
amination, few writers or speakers are quite
exempt from ever tripping in their syntax. One
teacher has a considerable number of "sentences
for correction " culled from the columns of the
Week, carefully written as its articles always are.
Perhaps Mr. Haultain makes no allowance for
be fact that he read those examination papers

with bis attention purposely fixed on the detec-
tion of prolixity, vagueness, and false syntax, and
thereby became painfully sensitive to their seem-
ing frequency, and hence warmly and conscien-
tiously finds " the vast majority of the candidates
guilty of murder of the Queen's English, most
foul, strange, and unnatural." It is exasperating
to have to read to the end a poorly composed
essay under the obligation to draw a red mark
through every error of spelling and construction.
However, I am glad you have published Mr.
Haultain's letter. Every teacher should read it.
It will help each of us to resolve to teach our
mother tongue more faithfully and carefully. As
a rule we talk too much to our pupils and do
not give them, or make them take, enough oppor-
tunity to practise talking in complete and con-
nected sentences to us. We do not hear nearly
so much as we ought of the sustained conversa-
tion of the pupils which, far more than the writ-
ten exercise, affords opportunity to teach them
correct expression and habituate them to it.

But it was to notice the charge that our edu-
cational machinery runs too smoothly that I
took up my pen. Mr. Haultain explains that
he means by this that persons who ought to be
following the plough or toiliing in the kitchen,
are tempted to aspire to academic pursuits.

the housekeeper, too, has as many problems to e
solve as either. t

But to secure the continued mental develop- 1
ment and the advanced culture so desirable for
the working classes some other means than our
higher schools as at present conducted has to be
devised. Persons who continue from fourteen
to eighteen or to twenty-one years of age to
attend the day schools do not swell the ranks of
the successful housekeepers, farmers, or artisans.
I agree with Mr. Haultain that the great major-
ity of those who remain at school until they
attain the last mentioned ages are tempted to
enter the so-called professions, and the one most
quickly and inexpensively reached and most
promptly if not largely remunerative is the pro-
fession of teaching.

If I understand Mr. Haultain aright he con-
tends that the entrance to the teaching profession
is made so smooth and easy that the schools
have fallen into the hands of incompetent
teachers and consequently the pupils turned out
from them are not trained to speak nor even to
think correctly. There is too much truth in his
conclusion, but in my opinion he mistakes the
chief causes that make the entrance to teaching
easy and indiscriminate. He holds that the
smallness of the examination fee, two dollars-
"the truly infinitesimal fee"-is one of the
causes. Now, the best results in our schools
will be obtained by securing the best teachers.
The ability of a young man's parents to pay
heavy entrance fees is not a measure of his suc-
cess as a teacher. If such a ratio exists at all it
is probably an inverse one. The limit of the
examination fee should be the actual cost of the
examination. At the rate prescribed in the re-
vised regulations-only two and a half times
"the infinitesimal" one-the school board of this
city would have made a clear profit of $92 out
of the last examination. It is reasonable that
the candidates should bear the cost of the ex-
amination but not that the municipalities or the
government should make a profit out of it. If
the teaching profession is to be protected from
overcrowding and incompetence by fees the
proper place to impose them is at the Model
school, and even there not in excess of the cost
to the school boards over and above the revenue
from the county and government grants for
Model school purposes.

Mr. Haultain alleges that " our youths are
tempted into what they style the teaching pro-
fession by small fees, by bonuses, by emulous
headmasters, by pushing teachers, by easy ex-
aminations, by lenient examiners and above and
beyond all by the competition between schools.''

,would say-Let the fees be reduced to a min-
imum, let the headmasters emulate one another
in excellence, let the assistants push with all their

trength, let the examinations be searching but
devoid of crankiness and let examiners be judi-
cious and reasonable ; and not any one will be
wronged by honest straightforward competition
among the schools. The public looks to the
non-professional examination to restrain all from
entering the path to teaching who do not possess
he minimum scholastic attainments required by
aw. But as many students who intend to pur-
ue law, medicine, dentistry, engineering, etc.,
also take this examination, the most important
and effective preventives to the overcrowding of
the teaching profession by inapt and incom-
petent instructors must be applied after the
candidates have successfully passed through
the hands of Mr. Haultain and his fellow-
examiners.

First, a candidate should not be permitted to
enter the training school until he has attained
the minimum literary standing prescribed for a
life certificate. Second, the authorities of the
training school, whether model or normal, should
have and should exercise the power to dismiss
the candidates who lack natural aptitude for
teaching. They, too, should take cognizance of
the requisites listed by Mr. Haultain-"demean-
or, breeding, manner, culture, refinement." It is
nothing to the central examiners whether the
candidate eats peas with a knife or loses his
temper, and with it the command of moderate
language, for trivial cause. But to the model
and normal school masters, the deportment, char-
acter, and skill of the candidates are all-import-
ant. Third, the examining boards should with-
hold licences from all others than those who
sufficiently prove the possession of the natural
ability and the acquired attainments necessary
to successful teaching, unless the number of such
properly qualified persons is inadequate to sup-
ply the needs of the county.

It may be in some instances where we hear
that there are not enough teachers to supply all
the schools in the county that the truth is that
there are not enough teachers willing to fill the
vacancies at salaries of $225 or thereabout per
annum. A teacher's licence ought not to be
valid without endorsation outside of the jurisdic-
tion of the board granting it. An examiner de-
fended his admission that his board had granted
certificates to weaklings on the ground that he
preferred home to foreign incompetents. Last
year more than half of the fifty-three model
schools licensed every candidate. Out of the
1,468 who entered the model schools, the masters
and examining boards granted certificates to all
but seventy-two. It is incredible that twenty
out of twenty-one of the aspirants have the ability
and skill necessary to be successful teachers. This
indiscriminate licensing of all-comers is generally
attributed to the making of third-class certificates
provincial. It is my conviction, that, so far as
my own experience extends, the injury done to
the schools by making county certificates pro-
vincial, bas, since that ill-advised change was
made in the law, more than counterbalanced the
good effected by every other amendment made
in the same period. If those who ought to be
at the plough or work-bench are "keeping"
school to the supplanting of more efficient
teachers it is the shortness of model school
terms, and the laxity of model school masters and
county and normal examining boards far more
than the smallness of fees, the emulation of
headmasters, or the competition among the
schools, that are to blame.
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Educational Meetings.

INAUGURATION OF THE NEW MEDICAL
FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO.

(Condensed from the Globe.)

THE new Medical Faculty of the University of
Toronto was inaugurated in Convocation Hall, on
the afternoon of Monday, the 3rd inst. Hon. Ed-
ward Blake, Chancellor of the University, occupied
the chair and introduced Professor Ramsay Wright,
who delivered the inaugural address, taking as his
subject, "' The Evolution of Medical Education."
He referred to the important part which had been
assigned to the Medical Faculty in universities, and
especially in those of Scotlaud and the European
continent. Edinburgh had nearly thrce times as
many graduates in Medicine as graduates in Arts
each year. This fostering of medical education by
the universities had been of immense value to sci-
ence. He claimed that the unitersity had a higher
function than the education of its own undergradu-
ates, namely, the advancement of learning, and he
trusted thattheliberality ofbenefactorswouidenable
Toronto University to fulfil that end. He closed
his address with an appeal to the undergraduates,
urging them to profit by their opportunities and
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interests of higher education, to give its sanction
to any means likely to, bring about such a result.
The

WHOLE COMMUNITY IS INTERESTED

in the standing of all the learned professions, and
as they necessarily act and re-act upon each other
the improvement of one is practically a stimulus to
ail. By the establishment of the Medical Council
in 1874 the first step was taken towards giving con-
sistency and definiteness to the educational stand-
ing of the medical profession. Since that time the
study of medicine bas steadily broadened, and the
younger members of the profession with diplonas
from the medical schools of Ontario have had no
difficulty in taking an honorable position side by
side with the licentiates and graduates of the med-
ical schools of great Britain. It was felt, however,
by the advanced members of the profession that
the standard of medical education might still be
materially improved on the scientific side of med-
ical investigation.

The development of biological research by the
use of the microscope and otherwise have changed
to a great extent the character of the study of
medicine as a science, hence the necessity for

A MORE ENLARGED CURRICULUM

and a higher plane of instruction.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW FACULTY,
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ay they would regard as their alma mater. briefly summarized, are :-(i) That the services of
tnew schoo men on the University staff who have given a life-

Dr. Bray, of Chatham, said that the new s time to the study of certain subjects germane to
ad bis warmest sympathy, and he trusted that its the study of medicine will be available for the in-
raduates would cast additional lustre upon the struction of medical students; (2) that the prestige

nce the formation of the Medical Council in c866 of a great University like ours will attract the best

ad been verm rapid, and the Medical Council was students, and consequently a better standard for
aid een gea rei and th Medce Council be- graduation may be fixed ; (3) that in awarding de-ntitled to great credit for that advance. He be- gesteatimnso h tdnsadterp-
ieved tiat the step just taken would raise the stan- grees the attaiments of the students and the repu-
ard of medicine not only in Ontario but ail over tation of the University wili be the chief consider-
be Dominion. ation ; and (4) that by muitipiying the graduates

of Toronto University, whether in Medicine or in
Dr. Wilson, President of University College, was Arts, we multiply its friends and thus strengthen

ntroduced by the Chancellor as one who had been its bands in carrying on the great work which it
devoted to the interests of the University, had wit- bas so successfully conducted for nearly 40 years.
nessed its rise and progress, and had defended it Arn I rash, then, in expressing the hope that on
n perils long gone by. Dr. Wilson congratulated the broader lines on which the medical education
he University on the institution ot the Medical of the Province is now being laid there will be a
Faculty. The citizens of Toronto and Ontario corresponding breadth in the sympathy with which
would realize in due time the enormous advantage higher education is regarded in the Province, and
of elevating the study of medicine from the detec- that the very laudable efforts of the Medical Coun-
tive conditions which must prevail in private insti- cil to raise the standard of matriculation into medi
tutions, however excellent, to the condition of a cine will make it easier to raise the standard for
Provincial institution in intimate alliance with the matriculation into all the other professions, or am
scientific branches of the University. He rejoiced I rash in assuming that what we see to-day as the
that the Faculty of Medicine was inaugurated un- consummation of our efforts to constitute a Fac-
der such gratifying circumstances, and he trusted ulty of Medicine will be an incentive to those who
that the time was close at hand when they should are now working to establish a Faculty of Lav,
meet to inaugurate the Faculty of Law. and that the University of Toronto, which is par

Dr. Rosebrugh, Hamilton, expressed regret that excellence the University of the people of the Pro-
the authorities of Trinity School bad not availed vince of Ontario, the individual personal property
themselves of the opportunity of uniting with To- of every citizen of Ontario, will hereafter more and
ronto,land thus forming one strong Medical Facuity more become a vitalizing force from which Arts,
in this country. The new departure was a step in tne Medicine, Law, Pedagogy and Engineering derive
right direction and he trusted it would soon be 10i- their power, and through which the whole educa-
lowed by other steps ; that ere long professoriaies tional force of the Province will be raised to a
would be formed in the new faculty whereby young higher plane of usefulness and efficiency.
graduates who had heretofore been obliged to go to Rev. Dr. Potts said he believed that but for the
Great Britain or the Continent would have the op- position taken by the Supreme Court of the Meth-
portunity in their own country of pursuing scienti- odist body a year ago the Medical Faculty wou'd
fic researches. hardly have been inaugurated to-day. In the

The Chancellor, in introducing the Minister of work of Federation they had received the greates.
Education, said that it was in the interests of the possible assistance from the Minister of Education
masses of the community, and in the best nterests and the gentlemen of Toronto University. He
of those who are placed most low in the social scale hoped that early next summer the Method ist

that liberal endowments should be granted for pur: Church would begin the building of Victoria Col-

poses of higher education. lege in the Queen's Park. He would be very glad

Hon. G. W. Ross said .- Mr. Chancellor, I bad to receive a cheque from any gentleman in the
expectatio Wh sgaged Caesior i had audience for this purpose.

no expectation when engaged last session in pre- The Chancellor then said :-Our programme is
paring the bill for the Federation of the Provincial now over. I am sure you will ail have learned
University with other universities and colleges that how important is the step which bas been taken.
the provision made for the establishment of a Med- Some of us believe perhaps more implicitly than doical Faculty would have borne fruit so soon, but the members of the medical profession in the visthanks to the broadmindedness of the Senate, and medicatrix natura, but I am sure that all the mem-
above ail, thanks to the public spirit of the medical bers of the profession, as well as those who place a
profession, we are permitted to-day to take part in broader confidence in that phrase, will agree that
the ceremony which very few expected would have we must learn what that natura is. Those inves-
taken place for several years to come. tigations which have been referred to, into nat re,

It was felt that where educational forces could be into the physical sciences, into those broader fields
so combined as to economize the resources at our of learning and of experiment, this devotion to the
disposal it was the duty of the Legislature, in the task of learning for one's self, instead of being sat-

sfied with the diction of an author-that system of
earning is that which will make the medical profes-
ion useful to its oay and generation. One more
vord with reference to the undergraduates. I have
lways advocated

A GREAT UNIVERSITY,

vhere a large number of students are brought to-
ether, as one of the most important elements of suc-
ess in teaching,and in that training,which is as im-
pcrtant as teaching. I rejoice to think that there is
o be for the future a greater union of students in
Medicine and students in Arts. I hope that they
viii fraternize freely, not allowing themselves to be
nfluenced by jealousies, but recognizing the great
advantage to each of the union of all. While
I say this to the body, I say to each one of you,
n availing yourselves of the great advantages
bat are now given you-advantages of instruction
rom those who are learned, advantagcs of associa-
ion with those who are growing up to be the men

of your day and generation-choose the best for
your friends and acquaintances. Emulate their
success, not in any envious spirit, but in a generous
spirit of rivalry, so that you can become, not merely
good physicians, but what is more important, good
men. And now I have to declare the Medical
Faculty of the University of Toronto open, and I
say with all of you, " God bless the work."

HALIBURTON TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

(Condensedfrom Minden Echo.)

THE annual meeting of the County Teachers'
Association was held in the Town Hall, on Thurs-
day and Friday, SePt. 22nd and 23rd ; the Presi-
dent, Dr. Curry, P.S.I., in the chair, and a large
proportion of the teachers in the county being
present. The proceedings commenced with the
report of the delegates to the Provincial Associa-
tion, from the President and Mr. Leith. This was
followed by an object lesson from Mr. E. W.
Page. The speaker took for his subject a lump of
coal, and forming the teachers into a class gave an
interesting and typical lesson. In the afternoon
Mr. Leith read a paper upon the introduction of
Kindergarten methods into the school work of the
first class. He insisted upon the necessity of con-
stant employment as an outlet for the restless
activity of the little ones and gave a description of
how he taught addition and multiplication to his
first class by the use of a number of sticks of equal
length. The next was a lecture on Discipline, by
J. J. Tilley, Esq., Director of Teachers' Associa-
tions, in which he spoke of the characteristics and
results of good discipline, and illustrated methods
to secure it. The lecture was thoughtful, practical
and interesting. An. excellent essay by Mr.
Brooks on the use of the blackboard closed the
afternoon session. At 8 p.m., Mr. Tilley gave an
excellent lecture on " Success in Life." We were
glad to see so large a proportion of young men in
the audience, as the lecture was specially in their
interest. Mr. Tilley spoke of the importan:e of
energy, self-reliance, and character. Friday's
work consisted of classes in reading and grammar
by Mr. Tilley, in which the methods of teaching
these subjects were practically illustrated. A
paper on the " Early History of Canada," by Mr.
Croly, was read in bis usual masterly style, and
gave evidence of considerable research. We were
glad also to hear eminently practical papers from
Miss Leith and Mrs. Coleman. Nor must we for-
get Mr. Robson's essay on " Poetry as an Aid in
the Study of History," in which the writer urged
that teachers should enrich their minds with the
choicest passages from the poets, which referred
to the stirring events of our Motherland and should
emphasize the story of these events, by directing
their pupils' attention to them. Practical discus-
sions followed the reading of each paper. After
i he business of the Association was transacted, the
following resolution was carried unanimously:-
Moved by J. E. Croly, Esq.. M.A., seconded by
W. Leith, " That this Association desires to ex-
press its warmest thanks to J. J. Tilley, Esq., for
his efficient aid in the different sessions ot this
meeting and for his valuable lecture on the ' Ele-
ments of Success in Life,' and also our heartfelt
recommendation of the plan of assisting Associa-
tion by the visits of Directors of the Associations."
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Correstondence. Book Reviews, Notices, Etc.

ONE OF THE CAUSES. BOOKS RECEIVED.
To the Editor EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. An Advanced Graminar. By Calvin Patterson

I HAVE been reading Mr. Haultain's article on New York: Sheldon & Co.
the character of the papers at the recent examina- A woi k of fair average merit, principally usefu
tions. Permit me to make one suggestion as to the because of its exercises and examples.
causes. It is well known that a large percentage
of our high school teachers are university graduates Educational Mosacs. By Thomas J. Morgan
who never had any professional training. They Boston: Silver, Rogers & Co.
went directly from the professor's lecture-room to An inspiring book, filled with the choicest gems
the high school. Naturally they follow the style of of the world's famous educational writers. It ir
" teaching " that they saw in the lecture-room- worthy of a place on a teacher's desk.
they lecture the class for the half or three-quarters An Elementary Syntax of the Latin Cases. Com-
of an hour. piled by B. D. Turner, M.A., Fellow of Jesus

Until 1885 no professional training was required Co!!ege, and Assistant Master at Marlborough
of them. Comparatively few teachers had g"ne College. Price i shilling. London : Riving.
through a public school getting a model and nor- tons. 1887.
mal praining. What then was t be expectd? Second Standard Phonograohic Reader. AndrewSimply that at the close of each lecture they did 1*Gaaato n ulse,74Bod
not know whether the class had grasped the ideas ahm auhor ae
or not. Their only means of finding out was the way, New York.
written examinations. A neat and compact volume of engraved exer-

I offer this as one important reason for the lack of cises, with introduction, and a great body of in-
grasp and thoroughness. A MASTER. struction in the form of notes ; also copious

_idexes. A valuable work no doubt, for the

MR. HAULTAIN AND HIGH SCHOOL student of Phonography.

TRAINING. On the Study of Literature. By John Morley.
London and New York: Macmillan & Co.

To the Edior EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. Toronto : Williamson & Co.
SIR,-ivr. iaultain has had a brief experience

in examining junior matriculation and departmen-
tal papers, and the result is, to him, so surprising
that forthwith he gives us the benefit of his criti-
cisms and of his opinion of high school teaching
and teachers. For bis criticisms we are thanktul
his opinion of high school teachers and teaching we
can afford to do without. His experience of teach-
ing and teachers is not sufficiently wide and varied
to give bis remarks on these subjects much value,
A few thoughts, however, are suggested by his ex-
tremely frank letter to the Week.

1. There is evidently undue stress placed upon
the absence of literary finish in hurriedly written
answers to questions, numerous, comprehensive,
and often vague. Mr. Haultain, perhaps, would
not care to be tested as to his mental culture by
being compelled to answer forty per cent. of an
average junior matriculation honor paper in alge-
bra. He might give the examiner reason to declaim
against the superficial teaching of University Col-
lege which produced such results in its graduates.
Yet mathematical power is the best and highest
product of education, for it means accuracy of
thought, logical acuteness, and inventive faculty.
No great education or mental culture is manifested
in the power to write frothy rhetoric and to avoid
a few glaring mistakes in syntax.

2. The vagueness of thought which is supposed
to be manifested by vagueness of expression is
partly due to the mental immaturity of the candi-
dates and the often indefinite and loosely ex-
pressed questions that are given. Many of the
candidates for junior matriculation, and especially
for second and third class candidates, aie children
in years and mental development. To expect much
logical power and great command of language
from such is preposterous.

3. The numerous failures that take place at Our
departmental examinations are largely due to the
false and foolish practice of overcrowding classes
in our public and high schools. From the primary
school to the University of Toronto the same vice
Prevails in our educational system. There are not,
as our exclusive friend, Mr. Haultain, suggests, too
nany seeking an education, but there are too few
employed giving that education. Thoroughly sat-
lsfactory results will never be obtained in publie
sclool, high school, or college, until the classes are
to reduced in number that the intelligent and pain-
taking teacher can adapt his methods and explan-
ations to the mental peculiarity of each individual
pupil. When this reform in our educational sys-
tem is accomplished, then, and fnot tilt then, wiil
the education of Canadians truly begin.

HIGH SCUOOL MASTER.

THE Educational Associations of New Brunswickand Nova Scotia have unanimousîy agreed ta
recommend an interpravincial convention for the
three provinces.

This attractive little volume contains the annual
address to the students of the London Society for
the Extension of University Teaching. The
author's name is ample guarantee of its literary
and instructive quality.
The Fortunes of Words. By Federico Garlanda.

New York : A. Lovell & Co.
This is a very interesting work on a very inter-

esting study. Something in the style of Arch-
bishop Trench's famous books, it is yet accurate
and up to date, being marred by none of the fanci-
ful derivations that tend to shake one's confidence
in everything that Trench has written about
language.

OUR EXCHANGES.
Scribner's Magazine for October bas for its lead-

ing article a richly illustrated description of " The
Paris School of Fine Arts," by Henry 0. Avery.
'his number contains the seventh and concluding
instalment of the Thackeray Letters, I French
Traits-Sense and Sentiment," by W. C. Brownell,
and other notable articles. Professor N. S. Shaler
contributes another paper in his series relating to
the surface of the earth and allied topics, this
time on " Caverns and Cavern Life."

THE Pobular Science Monthly for October con-
tains, amongst other articles of interest, Professor
Coute's answer to the question "What is Evolu-
tion ? and Professor Morse's presidential address
ait the American Association on the same subject.
" The Savagery of Boyhood," by John Johnson,
Jr., is a study of certain traits peculiar to that age,
which goes to show that, since a boy's develop-
ment follows a corresponding course with that of
the human race, he naturally passes through a
stage when cruelty is characteristic, a theory which
the intelligent reader and observer will take for
what it is worth, without perhaps estimating it very
highly.

THE Atlantic Monthly for October opens with a
series of letters edited by Lucretia P. Hale and
Edwin Lassetter Bynner, which are published un-
der the title of"An Uncloseted Skeleton." Whether
they really are old letters, or a clever story cast
into the form of correspondence, the reader must
discover for himself. Their theme, however, is a
psychological phenomenon which is, to say the
least, bewildering, Dr. Holmes's final paper in bis
sertesl Our Hundmed Days in Europe ; the in-
stalment of Mrs. Oliphant's serial ; Percival Low-
cis second paper on "The Soul of the Far East,"
in which he gives a very amusing and interestng
account of he curiosities of Japanese language and
expression ; a brigha and readable paper composed
of anecdctes of Charles Reade; poems by Helen
Gray Cone, and other contributions by well known
wnîtes make up the number. Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston.

Educationai Notes and News.

PARKDALE is agitating for a high school.
OF the 29 applicants for matriculation at the

recent examînations of the New Brunswick Uni-Sversity, our were ladies. Eight county scholar-
ships are open for the successful competitors.

THE directors of the Toronto Art School have
opened their new rooms, at the north-west corner
of Queen and Yonge Streets, the accommodation
hitherto provided for the instruction at the Normal
School having been found inadequate to its grow-
ing demands.

AT a recent session of the Wycliffe College
Alumni the following resolution was carried -
" That we, the Alumni Association, are n favor of
having the Bible read and portions ccmmitted to
memory during school hours in the public schools
in this Province, and we pledge ourselves to do all
in our power to effect this end." -

A CHAIR in Celtic has been established at the
Royal University of Ireland, and graduates will be
examined thoroughly in Irish history and grammar,
including Old Irish, a language almost as different
from modern Gaelic as English is from Saxon, and
in the prolound studies of the Celtic tongues made
by German, Welsh, and Irish philologists.

THE recent convention of the National Educa-
tional Association of the United States was in
some, perhaps in all respects the most successful
teachers' meeting ever held. Over $20,000 was
paid in fees. At opening meeting in the evening
more than i6,ooo persons were present. The next
annual convention will be held at San Francisco.

AT a recent session of the Senate of Toronto
University it was resolved, on motion of Dr. Wil-
son, that the Board of Art Studies take into con-
sideration the present requirements for the second
year in Arts, with a view to determining whether
the work is excessive in amount or the number of
subjects greater than is reasonable to impose on
the students.

THE English Educational Blue Book shows that
the attendance at the public schools is much below
what it should be. Out of a total of 4,645,097
children that ought to be in daily attendance at
school, only 3,138,425 on the average are actually
to be found there-in other words, of every 1oo
children who ought to be under daily instruction,
26 are habitually absentees.

THE Princeton college for young women, opened
in September, is somewhat on the plan of the
Harvard "Annex." There are two courses-the
collegiate department and a preparatory depart-
ment. Requirements for admission to the collegi-
ate department are the same as those of Princeton
College. All the studies of the Freshman and
Sophomore years except Greek are required.

AT the opening of Knox College, a week or two
since, the chairman, Rev. Principal Caven, an-
nounced that the amount of the endowment was
$201,100, of which$i55,364had been paid. There
were few congregations remaining uncanvassed,
and it was thought that through shrinkage, which
naturally occurred when large sums were involved,the amount realized would be somewhat less than
the $200,000 fixed as the endowment required.

THE Ahmednagar College, India, of which Rev.
James Smith, graduate of Toronto University andKnox College, is Principal, was opened in 1882
with 14 pupils in two classes ; there are now 311in ten classes. These students belong to the fol-
lowing classes: " Brahmins, 157 ; cultivators, 40 .traders, 20 ; writers, 10 ; low castes, 3 ; other Hin.
dus, 14; Mohammedans, 38 ; Parsees, 4 ; Chris-
tians, 24; Jews, i.

MR. G. MERCER ADAM contributes to a late
number of the Week an appreciative pen-and-ink
portrait of Dr. Wilson, the president of the Univer-
sity of Toronto. Comparatively few Canadians,
probably, are aware of the extent of Dr. Wilson's
researches and the distinction he has earned in the
lines of his favorite studies, especially archoalogy.
Amongst the students of this science, as well as in
the field of general literature, he stands in the front
rank.
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DR. POTTS, Methodist Secretary of Education, THE Vanderbilt University, at Nashville, Tenn.,
recently held a number of District conventions at announces that a class in highway construction is
Guelph, Galt, Clinton, Mitchell and St. Marys in to be opened free of charge to one principal or
the interest of the College Federation scheme. He deputy highway commissioner, or other officiai,
says that " the allotments distributed by the Guelph from each cOunty in the State, the beneficiary to be
Conference ta the districts have all been accepted, narned ir each case by the county judge. The
and the sums levied will be forthcoming. Guelph course of instruction will extend from February 1st
has tripled the amount originally expected to be to April Ist, and will consist of lectures and work
raised there, and the Galt people doubled theirs, on the economical location of highways ta conform
and between $32,oo and $40,oo will be raised ta conditions of typography and traffic, principles
during this conference year." of construction of new and reconstruction of old

REv. W. H. MURRAY, the inventor of a system roads, methods of drainage, simple highway
for teaching the blind Chinese to read, passed structures, retaining walls, culverts, simple bridges,
through Canada en route for China, via Vancouver, also practice in field sketching,platting, draughting,
recently. Mr. Murray, after twenty years in and computing estimates of cost.
China, visited Scotland, bis native land, this sum- DURING the recent convention of teachers in this

mead inps gth rough Canada visited his DUIGtercn ovnino ecesi h.
mer, and in passing . . city there was,one presen-a woman-whose bis-
only sister, living near Orillia. By bis system ofo
blind-reading he bas been an incalculable blessing tory the reporters failed ta get. Seven years ago
ta the 5o0,oao blind in China, the majority of whom she graduaed in St. Louis and went West. She

are beggars and many of thema leprous. Those began teaching in the wilds of Montana, and her

blind readers will be employed ta read the Bible te presence created a sensation among the miners.

others. She was as great a curiosity as Katashaw's elbow.
The old men of the mountains came miles ta see

DR. JOHNSON, of McGill University, who did her, and I am told she had a class of these old
so much ta promote in Canada the observation of men, who wanted ta learn " readin', 'ritin', and
the transit of Venus in December, 1882, now an- 'rithmetic." As civilization became a fixed fact,
nounces the result of the observations taken the wilds wherein she had taught became a county,
throughout the world in determining the all-im- and at the very first election this plucky girl was
portant astronomical figure of the earth's mean made superintendent of instruction in the couÙty.
distance from the sun, which is now given at She established schools, and, as there are no rail-
92,56o,ooo miles, with a possible error of 250,000 roads in ber county and few coaches, she visits ber
miles. This is probably about an average of various schools by means of a spirited mustang
former calculations, which have fixed the distance, which was given her by the class of old miners ta
at different times within memory, at from ninety ta whom she taught the rudiments. Sometimes she
ninety-five millions of miles.- Witness. rides in storms, and always alone. There is an

A RECENT writer says that the educational svs- unwritten law in the county that she is ta be pro-
tem of Japan is very complete and thorough for tected from insult. When she was in Chicago she
the time it bas been in operation in its modern sent for her old mother, who was in St. Louis, and
form. The official statistics of I882 show 28.905 brought ber here. They went east on a vacation,
elementary schools, with 74,473 teachers ; 173 and yesterday passed through this city on their re-
high schools, with 924 teachers ; 71 normal schools, turn ta Montana. The young lady bas purchased
with ;46 teachers ; 2 universities, with 13S profes- a sheep farm in the West and her mother is going
sors ; 98 technical schools, with 975 teachers, out ta attend it. It is too bad that the name of
besides a thousand other schools, with twice that such a plucky girl as this cannot be given. But
number of teachers. The universities have above my informant foolishly let iÉ slip this morning. The
2,ooo male students. For the elementary institu- story is absolutely true. What a queenly wife she
tions the school age is from 6 ta 14, the average will make, for I am told that her face is fair and
attendance being almost 49 per cent. her disposition as sunny as her Western home is

THE famous Dr. Jowett, of Oxford University, expansive.-Clubman's Gossip, in Chicago Mail.

bas created a genuine sensation in the classic and
conservative halls of Balliol College. He protests
against the system of spending from ten ta fourteen TEXT BOOKS
years in acquiring an indifferent knowledge of
Greek and Latin ta the exclusion of the study of AUTHORIZED FOR USE IN HIGH S.HOOLS AND

the modern languages. He insists that the study COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES.

of French and German should precede the study of The books named in the following lists are the only books
the classics. He has already made German authorized by the Eduction Department, and the law in regard to

optional for Greek at Balliol. When it is remem- any other will be strictly enforced.
bered that Dr. Jowett is perhaps the foremos fhe following are the sections of the High Schools Act of 1887

t that bear upon this subject:-
Greek scholar of the age, whose translations of 60. No teacher shali use or permit to be used as text books any

Plato and Thucidydes are renowned, these things books in a High School, except such as are authorized by the Edu-
cation Departmeîît, and no portion of the legisiaive or municipal

have much significance. grant shall be paid to any schocl in which unauthorized books are
used.

FOLLOWING is a corrected report of the resolu- 6î. Any authorized text book in actual use in any High School

tiens adopted at the Ontario Teachers' Normal may be changed by the teacher of such school for any other author.
tsiS Asoized text book in the same subject on the written approval of the
Music Association, in August last :--Resolved~ trustees, provided always such change is made ai the beginning o

That, in the opinion of this meetmg, for the sake a school term, and at least six months after such approval has been

of uifomit, iereshold b ony ac sste ofgiven.of uniformity, there should be only one system of 62. In case any teacher or other person shall negligently or wil

teaching vocal music in the schools of the Pro- fuliy substitute any unauthorized text book in place ofany author

vince." 2nd Resolution-" That the system taught ized text book in actual use upon the same subject i 0 his school, he
by Praf. HaIt, of Baston, is one that commends shall for each offence, on conviction thereof before a police ma, is

trate or justice of the peace, as the case may be, be liable to a penalty
itself ta the teachers in attendance at the Summer not exceeding $io, payableto the municipality for High.School pur

School of Music." 3rd Resolution-" That a copy oses, together with cists, as the police magistrate or justice may

of these Resolutions be transmitted ta the Hon. fit.
G. W. Ross, Minister of Education, and that he be
requested ta establish a special examination in TEXT BOOKS.
Music similar ta those given in Drawing.' LisT oF TEXT BooKs AUTHORZED FOR THE USE oF HirH

SAYS a school teacher in one of the country ScHoOLs AsD COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES-Forms 1.-iv.
districts of Kentucky:-" One of my scholars was Aut,,rjîed by tAe Edncational Deartment, June, r887.
taken out of school because I endeavored ta per-
suade him that the earth is round. His father Reading-
thought he was in danger of being made an infidel n High Schoo Reader...........................$0 6o

by being taught such nonsense. I saw the man Leis How t Read ................................ o 7

and tried ta impress the fact upon him. We High School English Word Book--Connor & Adam...... 5
had a public debate which lasted for two weeks Ayres & Armstrong's Orthoëpist...................... O 3

before crowded bouses. He admitted that there Con5anion to the Readers. ............................ 3

huIsandmounain fortheeart taEngtish Grammnar-
were too many hills and mountains for the earth to High School Grammar ........ ...................... O 7

be exactly flat, and finally went so far as ta say that Ma>ons Advanced Grammar ................ o........ 7
theearh mghîbe oun ' bisicr wa [manig arle's Philology of the English Tongue-For taims III.

the earth mighit be round ý this 'ere way [meanmng and IV. only .................................. 2 5

east and west], 'cause the people might fall off; Abbott's How t Parse .............................. o 6

but it is not round this 'er way' (meaning north Mois' EeiglisA Craînmar <Primer)n................. o 2
A agus' HAndaBok of the English Tongn .. ........... o

and south)." Fléming's A nalysis cf tAc English Langnage .......... ot

0

5

5

80

Fngliih1 Com0ision-
High Scool Composition -Williams-(edition 1887) .... o 50
Ayies & Armstrong's Verbalist ....................... o 35
The Structure of English Prose- McElroy-For Forms

III. and IV. only......... ... ................... î oo
HIistory-

Public School History of England and Canada ... ...... o 35
Eo ih Thompson's History of Engiand ................. o65
Jeffers' History of Canada-Primer....................O 30

Schmitz's History of Greece ani Rome......... ........ O 75
Green's Short History of tie English Feople-For Forms

IL. and 111. only ................................. i5o
Smih's Sraller History of Greece .... ................ i0

Rome........ ............. 1 oo
Longma..s Epocs ofEng-lish History-eight vols., $.6o;

two vols., $1 ; onse vol..................... ....... O 0g

Geograhy
High Scoul Geography.. ............. ............... oo
Campbelt's Modern School Gcography................O:: 71
Pillans' First Steps in Classical Geogaphy........... O 50
Loveli's Advanced Geography .............. .......... i o
Page's Introductory Text Book of Physical Geography. o go

A rithmetic-
High school Arithmetic, with Exercises (to be authorized

in August, 1888, if found suitable) .................. o 5o
Hamblin Smith's Treatise on Arithmetic............ ... 0 75
Simt/. & MacMurcv's Advanced Aritmetic ... · · · · · o 5o

A 1geba -
McLellan's Elements of Algebra......................... O 75
Robertson & birchard's High School Algebra............ o 75

"odhunter's Advanced Alkebra.-For Forms III. and IV.
only............................................ 175

Todhunter's A lgebra for beginners.......... ........... o 6o
bamblin Snithos Elenentay A lgebra.. ............... o 90

Colenso s Algebra-Sitidents' Ebdition ................ 100
Loudon's Etements of Algebra ....................... O 75
Loudon's Algebrafor Beginners...................... O 40

Ceoine try-
McKay's Elements of Euclid ........................... O 75
McKay's Elemens of Euclid-(Books I., II., Il.) ...... o 50
Todtîunter's Ituctid ................................. o 0g

Todhunter's Euclid-(Books I., IL , III.)...............O 40
Hamblin Sinlth's Geometry ........................... . go
Hamblin Smiih's Geometry.-Book L, 25c.; Books I. and

IL, 30c.; Bos J., Il. an III................... O 40
Potts' kuclid ....................................... O0 50

Trigonometry-
Iodhunter's Trigonometry for Beginners.-For Forms

III. and IV. only ....................... i.........Oa 65
Hamblin Smith's Trigonometry..-For morms Iti. and IV.

only ............................ ............... 0 75
Latin-

Harkness' Revised Standard Latin Grammar......... .. i oo
Allen & Greenough's Latin Grammar .......... ...... i oo
Hakncss' Introductory Latin Book............. ....... O 70
Leighton's Firs tetps in Latin........................ o0

Bradley Arnold's Latin Prose .......................... i 50
lids to Writing Latin Prose- Bradley and Papillon.-For

Fornos i11. and IV. only ........... ................ i50
Smith s Principia Lati i nParts I., L, fIL. and IV.,

ch .................. ............................ 1 oo
Greek-

Goodwin's Greek Grammar ........................... 1 25
Curtius' Smaller Greek Grammar ...................... i o
White's First Lessons u Greek......................... a
Harkness' First Greek Oook...... ..................... t 1 u
Arnold's Greek Prose Composition.-For Forms Ill. and

IV . only ........................... .............. 1 25
Spnith's Initia Graeca ................................ i 25

Frenchk-
DeFivas' Grammaire des Grammaires .................. O 75
Buëés First Frcnchi Book ... ....................... ... 0o 25
Casseits Lessons in French, by Fasquelles-Part I...... o
De Fivas' Introductory French Reader ...... ............ o 6o

Grammtar-
High School Gernan Grammar-(To be authorized if

found suitable) ............................... .. O 75
Aue's Gernan Grammar................................ i 2

High School German Reader (Grimm, Kinder-und-Haus
M ärchen ...... .................................... O 75

Ahn's Grammar ................. .................... I oc
Otto's German Granmar .............................. 2 00

Phvsics-
High School Physics-Gage & Feçsenden................. 1 co
Huxley's Introductory (Science-Primer.)................ O 30
Balfour Stewart s Physics (Scienco-Primer.).............. O 30
iHambtin Smnîths Elenentary Statics...... ...... .... o 8u
Kikland's " . ............... 1 0
Magnus' Lessons in Elementary Mechanics ........... 2a
Hamblin mwith's Elementary Hydrostatics............ o 75

Biology-
I. Botany-

High School Botany-Spotton-(edition 1887)......... I CO
Spotton's Botany (old edition)........................ 1 25
Gray's Hov' Plants Grow ..... ..................... 1 25

ii. Zooiogy-
High School Zoology-(To be authorized in August,

1888, if found suitabie) ......................... o 75

Chemnistry-
High School Chemistry-Knight ...................... o 75
Roace's Eiementary Cheîistry.......................1 5o
Mil/crýs Inocganic Ckemistry ........................ i a C

Commercial Course-
High School Book-keeping and Précis Writing--McLean, o 65
The Standard Book-keeping and Prècis %% riting-Beatty

& Clare......................................... . o 65
Drawin-

Trie High Schocl Drawing Colirse-five parts-each. ... o 20

McGuirl's Perspective and Geometrical Drawing ...... 40

The High School Music Reader...... .............. c 75

DICTIONARIES RECOMMENDED.

1. English-Stormonith's English Dictionaries (smaller and larger.)
Skeat's Etymological Dictionary (cheap unabridged

edition.)
. Lati-Anthon's smaller Latin Dictionary.

Harper's (Lewis & Scottîs) Latin Diclionary.

3. Greek-Liddell & Scott's larger and smaller Greek Dictionaries.
4. French-Casse es French and English, and Englhsh and French

Dîctioî'aries.
Spiers and Surenne's French and English, and Fnglish

and French Dictionaries.
5. German- Blackley and Friedrander's German and English, and

Enelish and German Diciionaties.
Fltgel s German Dictionary.

6. Antiquiti.es andA Mythology-Anthon's and Smith's.
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TEXT BOOKS
- FOR -

Traiiji g I> stitutes,
COLLEGES, ETC.

Bain, On Teaching English, - - $o 90

Quick's Essays on Educational Reformers, - 1 25

Fitch's Lectures on Teaching, - - i oo

Speneer's Education, - - 1 25

Schiller's Das Lied von der Glocke, with notes, 6o
Schiller, Hero and Leander, - - 75
Roulier, Second Book of French Composition, t oo
Mendel's Translation of Das Kalte Herz, - 1 25

Stock's Wortfolge, or Rules and Exercises on the
Order of Words in German Sentences, - 50

Kelley's and Giles's Keys to the Classics.

University Text-Books a Specialty.

Willzamson & Co.
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERS,

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their book want
raopromptly attended toi either in the new or used line, and on

reasonable ternis, by addressing,

David Boyle, 353 Yonge St.
Books to various parts of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teacher

and Students, mailed or expressed dailv.

THE

High School Drawing Course,
AUTHORIZED BY THE MIISTER OF EDUCATION.

No. i-FREEHAND,
Is Now Ready.

Uniform in style and size with the others of the series. A Draw-
ing Book and Text-book combined.

PRICE, - 20 CENTS,
At all Bookstores.

No. 5 of the Course--" Industrial Design "-will shortly be
announced.

TEACHERS WANTED
For desirable positions in established schools and colleges in

the great Southern and South-Western States. For Teacher's
Application Forn address : Southern Teachere' Agency, P.O. Box
41o, Birmingham, Ala., U.S.A.

DAD

tPuáLîC Lî5RAg. -u NT
ULDm9 'TOROISr

THE BEST BOOKS
-FOR-

Entertainments and Exhibitions.

THE ELOCUTIONIST'S ANNUAL, No. et. "The best series of Speakers published." No one should be without ail the numbers. 2oo pages. Each, cloth, So cents;ý paper, 30 cents.

BEST THINGS FROM BEST AUTHORS, Vol. 5. This volume contains, with all their attractive features,the last three numbers of the Elocutionist's Annual, Nos. 13, 14, and 15. 6o pages. Each, cloth binding, $r.5o.eFor a limited time we are offering the fu lest of the series, five volumes, put up in neat and durable boxes, at thespecial price of $5.oo. The regular price would be $1.5o.

CHOICE DIALOGUES. For School and Social Entertainment. The Dialogues in this book have been arranged ona comprehensive plan, wiih reference to securing the greatest possible variety. and they have been specially prepared forus by a corps of able writers. Boards, So cts.; paper, 30 cts.

CHOICE DIALECT. For Reading and Recitation. This volume contains a rare collection of choice dialect of everyvariety, covering a broad range of sentiment, and suited to almost every occasion. Boards, 50 cts.; paper, 30 cts.

HOLIDAY ENTERTAINMENTS. Everything is strictly new and bas been specially prepared for this book. Itis made up of short Dramas, Dialogues, Stories, Recitations, etc., lu all of which are introduced many new and novelfeatures that give the spice and sparkle so desirable for holiday occasions. Boards, 50 cts.; paper, 30 cts.

CHILD'S OWN SPEAKER. This little book is a collection of Recitations, Motion Songs, Concert Pieces, Dialogues,and Tableaux, for the very little children of five years' old and thereabouts. Boards, 25 cts.; paper, 15 cts.

HOW TO BECOME A PUBLIC SPEAKER. By William Pittenger, author of " Oratory," "ExtemioreSOeech, etc. This work shows, in a simple and concise way, how any person of ordinary perseverance and good commonsense may become a ready and effective publie speaker. Boards, 50 ets.; paper, 30 cts.

ILLUSTRATED TABLEAUX FOR AMATEURS.
PART 1.-Contains a general introduction (platform, dressing-rooms, frame, lighting. curtain, manager, costimes, announce-ments, music, etc.), together with twelve tableaux, accompanied with twelve full-page illustrations. Paper, 25 cts.

PART II.-Contains twelve tableaux, fully described, each being embellished with a full-page illustration. Paper, 25 Cts.

The above Books for Sale by all Booksellers and Newsdealers, or mailed, upon receipt of price,
to any part of the United States or Canada. Remit otherwise than by two-cent stamps.

THE NATIOtAL SCHOOL OF ELOCUTIOI and ORATORY,
Publication Department, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHAS. C. SHOEMAKER, MANAGaR.

BELL FOUNDRY.
BelrPcpr sad Ti rifoi, Chrches
ebulsFix AlrmsFarsete. FULLIÊ

ARRANTED. Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN f TIFT. Cincinnati. o0

"Public School
Temperance."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. It is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regula-
tions, and is authorized by the Minister. It will be used
in three forms. The object of the book is to impart to
our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of its use.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and ibis book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in smaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly re-arranged,
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of our
public school work. It is, however, but half the price of
the English ed ition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific manner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better
authority on this subject, using the researches of a life-
time in setting forth the facts of which the book dis-
courses. At the same time the style is exceedingly
simple ; the lessons are short and accompanied by appro-
priate questions, and the language is adapted to the
comprehension of all who may be required to use the
book. Price, 25 cents, at all bookstores.

Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
Publishers, Toronto.

ELL ROANS
ARE THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List (mailed free

W. BELL & CO.
GUELPH, ONT.

WALL PAPERS.

Embossed Gold Parlor Papers. New ideas for
dining-room deeoration.

Plain and Pattern IngrainE. Bedroom papers in all grades. A
arge selection of cheaA and mediu.n-price papers of the rewest
designs and shades. Our specialties are Room Docoration
and Stained Glass.

JOS. MCCAUSLAND & SON,
72 to 76 King Street West.

HE LEADING mii R
NADIAN
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LATIN TEXTS FOR 4888.
By PROF. WELLS and J. E. WETHERELL, M.A.

CICERO IN CATILINAM.
Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary, by J. E. WETHERELL, B.A., Principal of

Strathroy Collegiate Institute.

--ERICEJ, - 50 CTrS.

I think Mr. Wetherell's edition of the Latin Classics unsurpassed. In his translations of
difficult passages he brings out the spirit and sense of the original with a marvellous felicity of
expression.-A. G. KNIGHT, M.A., H.M.H.S., Campbellford.

Wetherell's name is sufficient guarantee that the book is carefully and ably edited. Will use it
in my class.-M. M. FENWICK, H.M.H.S., Niagara Falls South.

Intend to use it in our classes.-W. D. JOHNsON, B.A., H.M.H.S., Cornwall.

An much pleased with it.-E. ODLUM, H.M. H.S., Pembroke.

It is a compact, handsome little volume, and the contents are worthy of the mechanical part
Introduction, no:es, index and vocabulary are models of scholarly brevity and pointedress The
pupil who master. tire whole wll have acquired nothing superfious, and will have learned ail that is
really necessary. I shall recommend the- book to my school.-J. H. REDDiTT, M.A.. H.M.H. .
Richmond Bill.

Have introduced it into my school.-J. J. BELL, B.A., Classical Master, Petrolia High School.

'l he " Cicero " shows Mr. Wetherell to be a very exact and remarkably fine classical scholar
and his book shculd certainly become a popular on.--ARNOLDUS MILLER, H.M.H.S., Vienna.

It is a capital litle bock. and doubtlees wili be much used during the coming year.-W. G
NIACIAcHLAN, M.A., H.M.H.S., Wardsvile.

The book is neatly got up, edited with care a d apparently contains all that s necessary for the
thorou5gh study of the oration.-CHAn F. MCGîct.îVRAY, M.A., H.Mý.H.S., Fergus.

I am murch plesed with the work in every particular. It is quite up to your usual standard.-
J. A. HOUSTON, M.A., H.M.H.S., Hawkesbury.

The 'art that it is edired hv Wetherell is suffiient to commend its adoption as a text-book.-
M. McPHERSoN, M.A., H.M.H.S., Prescott.

W. J. GAGE & GO., Publishers, Toronto.

PROF. WELLS' EDITION
zr°r 0 I~I~AJDY I

SECOND CLASS ENGLISH LITERATURE FUR 18.88.

SELECTIONS FROM

COWPER'S TASK
(Books III. and IV.) AND

COLERIDGE'S FRIEND
(Life of Sir Alexander Ball).

Introduction to the Task, Life of Cowper, and Notes on Book III. by J. MILLAR,

B.A., Head Master of Si. Thomas Collegiate Institute.

Notes on The Task, Book IV., and on the Life of Sir Alexander Bal], by J. E.
WELLS, M.A., late Principal of Woodstock College.

Life of Coleridge by G. A. CHASE, M.A., Head Master of Ridgetown High School.

THE WHOLE IN ONE COMPACT VOLUME,
Being the Literature prescribed for Second Class Teachers' and Junior Matriculation

Examinations for 1888.

Price 5o Cents. Edition Without Notes, 25 Cents.

Wells's Notes on Southey's Life of Sir Alexander Bali are judicious and suggestive.-DAvID
HicKs, B.A., Head Master Beamsville High School.

With your edition of Second Class Literature for next summer's examinations I am pleased. I
shall use it with my class.-L. A KENNEDY, M.A., Head Master Caledonia High School.

I regard your edition of the English Literature for 1888 a work of superior excellence. The
able and judidious notes and sketches render the work ail that students require for this subject. I
shall recommend it to my classes.-A. G. KNIGRT, B.A., Head Master Campbellford High School.

A very handy little volume, containing much useful information in a very convenient shape for
the students.-J. S. JAMIESON, M.A., Head Master Morrisburg High School.

Has in both books displayed ripe scholarship.-C. CLARKSoN, B. A., H.M. H.S., Seaforth.

The Notes on the text are very carefully compikd, and.well calculated to elucidate the text.
Though the Notes on " The Friend " are not very extensive, yet they are valuable by way of
suggesti s.-WM. McBRIDE, M.A., Head Master Stratford Collegiate Institute.

W 1. GAGE & CO., Publishers, Toronto.

LATIN TEXTS FOR 4888.
Ed ted by PROF. WELLS and J. WETHEREI.L, M.A.

NOW READY!I

CÆzSAR, GALLIC WAR.
Book I., 1-33.

With a Vocabulaiy and Notes by J. E. Wells, M.A.

PRICE, - - 50 CENTS.

'This little volume contains the portion of Casar prescrib-.d for Second Class Teachers' Examina-
tions, and for Junior Matriculation for 1888.

The Notes are full on ail points on which the ordinary pupil may be supposed to need information
or help. 'Ihe aim throughout is to aid and stimulate the student's best efforts, not to do awav with
the necessity for such efforts.

I consider Prof. Wells' Cæsar'.. Gallic War an excellent work both in form and in matter. I am
in sympa ly with the remarks c ,rtained in the Preface, and think tre work admirably conformas to
them.-R. V. FowLER, M.A., Cla.sicî/ Master, Perth Collegiate Institute.

I >hall take much pleasuire in recommendi, g its use to my classes, knowing that it will relieve me
considerably in my work, v hic is very necsSary, since the course is so exceedingly heavy and the
time to be devoted to it'so limited, that it is impossible to do justice to all departments of the work.-
J. H. BRETaHOUR, B.A., Clas:ical Master, Collingwood Collegiate Institute.

I regard your edition cf Gallic War a work of superior excelience. The t3pography of the
Latin text especially is very distinct. The able and judicious notes and sketches renders this wcrk
ail that students require for tbis subject. I shall recommend it to my classes.-A. G. KNIGHT, M.A.
Classical Master, Campbellford Coliegiate Institute.

think Mr. Wels Notes are concise a d very helpful. He has effected weli, in my opinion,
wl'at hiein the preface says is bis alto, viz. : 10 give necessary. not unrnecessary, aid. Be treats the
subjunictive mord lu a clear and exhaustive manter. 'the Voabulary, tou, is aIl that need be desired.
I am exceedingly welr pleased with it.-W. W. TAiBLtvN, MA., Classical Master, Bowmanville
Collegiate Institute.

I am pleased with the admirable jud2inent ei.played hy the editor in the substance of the Noies
and in m hat is given on derivations t ine Vocabulary. h'lie ty pograp'y of the book leaves nothiig
o be desired in that line.-C. J. JoLL FFE, Ml.A., Classical Master, cjttawa Collegiate Institute.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Publishers, Toronto.

High School Physics.
By ALFRED P. GAGE, M.A.

Instructor in Physics in the English High School, Boston, Mass.

-AND-

C. FESSENDEN, B.A.

Head Master of High School, Napanee, Ontario.

The only Text-Book on PhysIcs taking up exactly the work required
for University Matriculation.

The only Text-Book on Physics taking up exactly the work required for
Second Class Certificates.

The only Text-Book on Physics taking up exactly the ork required
for Third Class Certificates.

This book bas been prepared espec'ally for the Ontario High Schoo's. Not only does it take up
exactly the work required of candidates for Third and Second Class Teachers' Certificates and of
University Matriculants, but it is adapted to the experimental nethod of teachng Physics. The

p pi is not only told what to do and what to watch in the exptriments, but he is asked to describe
the phenomena observed and to state the conclusions to be drawn. It bas been the aim of the

authors so to prepare the book that the pupil shall, for his own satisfaction, make the experiments in-
stead of taking themo for granted, and to give him no more 'assistance than is nece sary to prevent
him from drawing and adhering to wrong conclusions.

The portion of the book to be taken up by prtpils preparing for any of the Departmental Ex
aminations will be clearly indicated in the Revised Regulations roon to be publîshed.

PRICE, - - $1.00.

W . GAGE & CO., Puhlishers, Toronto.
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"Le, no man enter i business while he is ignorant of the

inaner of reglating book s. Never let him, imagine that anydegree bility will suly the deßciency ohe H School raw ng Coursemliplicity ofafa(irslfrominextica ble confusion.-D R. JOH NSON. 10 0 W B u S
DAY'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,

TORONTO,

Offers excellent facilities for acquiring a de THIS COURSE IS NOW AUTHORIZED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.-i
GOOD BUSINESS TRAINING.

Instnaction sound and practical. References to former students
and reliable business men. For terms, address JAS. E. DAY,Aout94 and 96 King Street West, iar Rosin
House.

WORK FOR VACATION.

Teachers will find pleasure and profit in handling Ridpath's
Iuustrated World, the finest Subscription Book in the market
For termas write or call on W. H. ROWSOM & CO., 1o King St.
East, TORONTO.

WILLIAMS
PIANOS

Endorsed by the best authorities In the world.
R. S. Williams & Son, 143 Yonge St., TORONTO.

W. STAIlLSCHMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture.

THE " MARVEL " SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTRD JANUARY 14TH, x886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lista. Naine this paper. Secour Exhibi at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVE

Geo. F. Bastwick, - 56 King Street West.

SPECIAL OFFERSI

We will send The Educational Journal three months'
and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$I.00.

We will send The Educational Journal four months,
and Williams' Composition and Practical English,
postpaid, for $î.oo.

We wil' send The Educationai journal one year, andAyres' Verbaiist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $20.o
We will send The Educational Journal one year, and

Williams' Composition and Practical English, Fust-
pmid, for $2.

We will send The Educational Journal one year, and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year, and
Stormonth's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $7.50.

We will send the Educational Journal one year, and
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $11.5o.

We will send The Educational Journal one year, andLippincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $I1.50.
Address.

The Educational Journal,
GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO.

VO UJNG M E N suffering fron the efects of earlv evilabits,the resui of ignorance and folly, who find themrs;vewhok aervoks and exhausted. also MýIIDLa-AGED and Oco MESane d fro" the effec s of ab6se or over-work, andiadanced tife fethe consequences of youthfül excess, send foranS RKLAD M. V. Lbuns Treatise on Diseases of Men. The bookwiAl be sent seaied to any address on receipt of twO 3c. stamps
Address M. V. LTBON, 47 Wellington St. E., Toronto.

All of the masters of High Schools and Collegiate Institutes have seen
samples of these books. The series consists of 5 Drawing Books:
1. FREEHAND DRAWING.

2. PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.
3. LINEAR PERSPECTIVE.

4. OBJECT DRAWING.
5. INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

These books will be all uniform in size and style, and will constitute a
complete uniform series. The same plan is followed through them all-the
Text, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each case, the Exercises
based upon them. The illustration is upon the same page with its own matter,
and below the exercise, in every case, is a spacefor the student's work. Each
copy, therefore, is a complete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawing Bookas well, the paper on which the books are printed being first-class drawing
paper. The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purchase
and take care of a drawing book also. Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5 are the
only books on their subjects authorized by the Department. Therefore, if the
student buys also Nos. 2 and 3, he will have a unzform, and not a mi:red series
coverz, the w/wle subjects of the examinations, and edited by one of the best
authorities in these subjects in this country.

W' Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and is authorized.

PRICE, ONLY 20 CENTS EACH.

We shall send head masters copies of the remaining Nos. of the series in
a short time.

The Retail Trade may place their orders with their Toronto Wholesale
dealers.

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
PUBLISHERS,

T 0 IZ 0 1T T 0

F. H. SEFTON, T EET H WIT H Ri
-DENTIST - WI T P

172 1 -i f next to R. Simpson s Dry Goods Store.

10 per cent. reduction made to Teachers.

ALL BRANCHES OF DENTISTRY.

.EAcHERS WANTED.
LOf all ki.ds. Principals and Assistants; also several for

Art, Music, etc. Application formn and inf,'rmation free.

Address-

THE CORRESPONDENCE UNIVERSITY,

Mention this Paper. CHICAGO, ILL.

E E, EAR ANTHROAT.

DR. RYERSON,
Lecturer on Eye, Ear, Throat & Nasal Passages

IN TRINITY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

6o COLLEGE AVENUE, TORONTO, ONT.

DERFECT gold fi!ing; warranted for io years. Vitalizedair for
phonpailessS ciaracton Best teeth on pate, $8 per set. Tele-
phoe 476 Specialdiscoungt.aneaches. H. RIGGS, L.D.S.,Cor. King.and Yonge St,., Toronto.

.COLD MEDA L-PA RIS 137&
Imi ge l iji fl

-- SOLD BY ALL -

ISTATIONERS THROUCHOUTTHEWORLDI
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188/ FOOTBALL. 188/
CLUB RATES.

No. 3-$1.75. No. 4-$2.25. No. 5-$2.75. Select
Cowhide Pads per pair (2 buckles), $î.oo.

Inflators $i.oo.

SPECIAL-" Perfection" Match No.5, only $3,00
"The Western " Match No. 5, the latest out

and handled by no one else, only $3.00.
THE BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED.

Remit per P.O. Order or Registered Letter, seven cents.

D. FORSYTH,
Sec. Western Football Association,

BERLIN, ONT.

S CHOOL TEACHERS having a few hours spare time can
use the same to advantage

SELLING OUR HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES.

SEND FOR CATALoGUE.

CLEMENT & CO., TORONTO.

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED
"A LIBRARY IN ITSELF."

The latest issue of this work comprises

A DICTIONARY
containing 118,000 Words, and 3000 Engravings,

A CAZETTEER OF THE WORLD
25,000 Titles, with pronunciation, &c.,(recently added) and

A BIOCRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
nearly 10,000 Noted Persons; also various Tables,

ALL IN ONE BOOK.
It has 3000 more Words in its voahiiary than are found

in any other American Dictionary, and nearly three times
the number of Engravings.

It is the best practical English Dictionary ex-
tant.-Quarterly Review, London.

Webster is Standard Authority in the Gov't Printing Office,
and with the U. S. Supreme Court, and is recommended by
the State Sup'ts of Schools in 36 States, and by the leading
College Presidents of the U. S. and Canada.

Published by G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Springfield, Mass.

WA.]STTE D.
As Assistant or Parter in a long established Preparatory, Enz

lish aud Classical School for jonicr bu.y- lu the City of To cuic, sgentleman, one who would desire to become the principal preferred.
m yate qualifications and pumber years experikce in Seachiug.

Apply to A. B.' offiýe oft tbs paper, op to the first week in September.

TEACHËRS WANTED
During vacation and spare time to solicit orders for the

famous

PURE TEAS AND COFFEES.

We challenge the world to supply better goods than we
do. Our business is immense ; our enterprise and push
unprecedented. Write for terms and particulars ; mailed
free. Address THE ONTARIO TEA CORPORA-
TION, Toronto.

A GENTS, School Teachers, Country Shop-keepers,
and Peddlers, all admit there is nothing takes like

our unequalled
TEAS WITH PRESENTS.

We require live men in unrepresented districts. Write
for terns. S. F. IcMURTRY, 326 Yonge street.
Tnrnnto.

ON SEPTEMBER 1, 1887, the first number of a series of help
manuals for teacher6 was Issued from THIE SUPPLEMENT Press, Boston.
This number la entitled Practical Grammar, and it contains over five
hundred common-sense exercises, not questions, but exercises-novel,
sensible, practical, and presenting work of an entirely new character for
ail grades. Ten thousand teachers bave already bandled this book.
A prominent High School teacher writes: " With your exercises, grammar
is an entirely new subject. My pupils are perfectly delighted. I never
handled a book wbich gave me more genuine satisfaction." ON OCTO-
BER 1 the second number was issued. It is a complete MANUAL
OF CORRESPONDENCE for schools and colleges, and is uniform,

in style and binding, with the Granmar. If you want to please your pupils, by giving them two or
three lessons a week in correspondence, by all means buy this book. It la without exception the best
educational help iesued this year. We have stepped right out of the ruts and old beaten paths, and
are determined to give the teachers of America a neatly bound bundle of fresh Ideas on the first day
of each month. Those who know anything of the character of our former publications know that we
can do it. The books for NOVEMBER and DECEMBER will startle some of the good old text-
book publishers of the great cties. They will be out on time. Don't miss them. Prices: Each num-
ber is published In a very attractive heavy-paper cover at 25c. per copy, and in neat cloth binding at
50c. per copy. Sample pages free. Don't ask for free copies.

HOW TO GET THESE BOOKS. The yearly subscription price of the paper edition (nine
numbers) Is $1.50, and the cloth, $3.00. When five names reach us together, the prices are reduced
to $1.00 and $2.20 a year, and to the sender of a $5.00 club we mail a free copy of either The New
Arithmetic or Eaton's 100 Lessons In Business; and to the sender of an $11.00 club we mail
both books. This is a special offer. Back numbers supplied.

Address,

THE SUPPLEMENT COMPANY, 50 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.

THE NEW ARITHMETIC, prepared by 300 prominent educators of ail English.speaking
countries, contains more new ideas on this subject than all other arithmeties combined. Price, $1.00.

EATON'S 100 LESSONS IN BUSINESS la a new work. Mr. Seymour Eaton, its author,
i editor of The supplement Series. liundreds of teachers are making daily use of these lessons la
tieir classes. Price, $1.00.

Canadian Mail should be addressed: TH E SU PPLE M E NT CO.
P.O. Box 2631, Toronto, Ontario.

V.ANNEV.A~E & 0C).
BookseZlers and Stationers,

Dealers in the books required by TEACHFRS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES
and HIGH SCHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

Save Time, save worry, save disappointment, save money by sending your orders direct to un.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate and best series of Wall Maps published. Drawn and engraved by the eminent Geographer. J. BartholomewF.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

NO. SIZE. REGULAR PRICE. NO. SIZE. REGULAR PRICE.1. Railway Map of Ontario, . 43 by 33 l. $3 oo io. Africa, - - - - 67 " 52 4 502. Ontario,----------- - - 67 52 " 4 5o 1. British Islands, - - 67 "2 4 5
3. Quebec, - - - - 67 52 " 4 50 z2. Australia and New Zealand, 67 " 52 " 4 5
4. New Brunswick, . - 67 " 52 " 4 50 13. Palestine, - - -- 6--"-524 4 s0
5. Nova Scotia and Prince 14. The World in Hemispheres, 67 " 52" 4 50

Edward Island, 67 " 52 " 4 50 15. The World on Mercator's
6. North America, - - 67 " 52 " 4 50 Projection, - - - 67 " 52 " 4 50
7. South Amerira, - - - 67 " 52 4 5 16. United States, - - 81 " 52 " 6 oo
8. Europe, - - - - 67" 52 4 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, o "49 " 6 503.Asia, - - - - 67 52 4 450

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THk BDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $1.50, we will send anyone or more of the above Maps, each at $z.oo less than the regular price.
This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with first-class Maps at wholesale rates.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office.

Address, The EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, GrIp Off%9, oron o.
WHERE AND HOW TO GET-YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARYi
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (f), read

as follows :
" Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gazetter."

We make Teacl4ers and Boards of Trustees tI4e followiî)g offers:-
Worcester's Unabr"dged, full bound,
Webster's Unabridged, full bound, -
Lippincott's Gazetteer,full bound, -
Stormonth's JVew Dictionary,full bound,

- $9.50
11.50

- 11.50
'7.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case.

These prices are below the usual selling figures for these Standards, irrespective of The fournal.
In other words, by forwarding their orders to us, Teachers get THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year for nothing. Address,

Grip Printing & Publishing Company,
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST.aNTO.
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